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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Vocational and Technical Education has become~ more common term in 
the American language in the last decade than in all the past decades 
combined. This has come about because of the expansion of vocational 
and technical education in all parts of the country as a result of the 
1963 Vocational Education Act and the Amendments to the Act in 1968. 
Many people throughout the country are now talking about vocational 
and technical education, both pro and con. In either case, it appears 
.a large percent of the lay public is not.familiar with the true roles 
of vocational and technical education. 
The role of vocational and technical education has vastly expanded 
the past decade. Ideas and beliefs can be outdated in ten years. This 
may be what has happened to some people's perceptions as to the roles 
of vocational and technical education. These perceptians possibly are 
outdated. If a person's ideas about vocational and technical education 
are outdated, he cannot feel too positively about it in today's world. 
In Oklahoma, eighty-seven percent of our high school students 
(grades 9-12) are in a school that has at least one vocational program. 
However, only forty-one percent of. the Oklahoma secondary school popu-
lation was enrolled in vocational education in the 1970-71 school year 
(1). Of this group af 60,a56 people, seventy-two percent were enrolled 
in reimbursed programs in homemaking and agriculture. This leaves the 
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other twenty-eight percent sparsely enrolled in trade and industrial 
education, distributive education, health occupations and technical 
education, occupational home economics, and cooperative vocational 
education training. Only twelve percent of the total school popula-
tion, this includes kindergarten through adult, was in vocational 
and technical programs for the same year (2). One factor that should 
be re.cognized, however, is that the present vocational and technical 
programs cannot handle all the school population; but there is room 
for more than twelve percent. 
By looking at these percentages and comparing them to the supply 
and demand data for areas in which vocational and technical education 
offers training, one may wonder if people really know about the 
potentials made available by vocational and technical education. Do 
the majority of the groups involved in education still see the primary 
role of vocational and technical education to be in agriculture and 
homemaking? 
Today there are seventeen area vocational-technical school dis-
tricts in Oklahoma that are in operation and three under construction 
or in the planning stages; however, the districts do not include all 
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of the state. There is potential for expanding the area school network 
in the state. These districts will develop in the future first in 
those parts of the state where the people understand the role and 
need for such training. More area vocational-technical schools are 
not necessarily the sole answer to increased occupational training. 
Additional programs in the existing local secondary schools and junior 
colleges would provide a feasible method for increased occupational 
training where the need is present. 
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Vocational and technical education has for many years been a 
misunderstood portion of education. In general when pe<:>ple do not 
understand something they tend to reject its efforts or look down upon 
it. Vocational and technical education has been a victim of this treat-
. ment in the past, and it appears that this is often the case today. It 
should be determined whether 0r not peaple still have a misconception 
<:>f the roles and goals ef vocatianal and technical education. If it 
is found that there daes exist a misconception of vocational and 
technical education, then every effort should be made to enlighten 
the public or to realign the goals of vocational and technical educa-
tion to the public's perceptions. It is hard to win the suppart <:>f 
the people if they do n0t understand what they are to support. 0n 
the other hand, if it is determined that there is no misconception, 
then the vacational and technical education peaple will know they have 
been effective in informing the public of their purposes and will be 
free to move on t<:> <:>ther problem areas. 
If the public has perceptions of vocational and technical education 
which are positive, yet differ from those of vocational and technical 
educators, then maybe these should be analyzed for additional concepts 
t0 be considered for the future. It is possible that the public desires 
roles of vocatianal education to which the educators should be aware. 
Since it is the duty of education to serve the people, the public's 
input is important to the planning of future programs. 
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Statement of the Problem 
It is considered necessary that the public have a clear understand-
ing of vocational and technical education's roles. To be sure that the 
public understands the roles ef vocational and technical education,· 
their perceptions of these roles should be determined. Precisely 
stated the prablem is "Where are the communication gaps and what are 
the cenflicts between the various publics with regard ta the role of 
vocational and technical education in t0day's society?" 
Purpose of the Study 
The,major purpose af this study is to determine the roles of voca-
tional and technical education as perceived by parents, teachers, _!Ul-
deq_~, school board members, school administrators, school counselors, 
and students. The Delphi technicque was used to obtain these perceptions -·-
in an opinionnaire type of inquiry rather than the traditfonal forecast-. 
ing method. After the participants respcmded ta the opinionnaire, the 
information was used to answer several research questions. The Delphi 
responses and the research questions should provide insight as to how 
the public perceives the roles and goals of vocational and technical 
education. The responses also pointed out any differences among the 
individual groups. Such data can provide people in vocational and 
technical education information needed to make decisions in the future. 
It can also be used to evaluate the existing roles, publicity, and 
dissemination of vocational and technical education information. 
A secondary purpase o,f this study was to determine if there is 
any difference among the groups' ratings as to their perception of 
the roles of. vocational and technical education. To accomplish these 
purposes, three questions were stated. These questions are listed 
in the following section. 
Research Questions 
Research question Number One. What are the groups' rankings of 
the statements of the perceived roles of vocational and technical 
education? 
s 
Research Question Number Two. Is there any difference among the 
groups as to their perceived role of vocational and technical education? 
Research Question Number Three. Is there any difference among the 
participants grouped by planning districts as to their perceived role 
of vocational and technical education? 
Need for ~he Study 
A minimal amount of research has been conducted as to the public's 
perception of the roles of vocational and technical education. This 
information is valuable to vocational and technical educators because 
it will reveal if the public has been properly informed as to the role 
of vocational and technical education. 
This study should serve as input to vocational and technical educa-
tors in evaluating the success in communicating the roles of vocational 
and technical education. In addition, the information gathered by 
this study can be the feedback needed by vocational and technical 
educators to readjust, if necessary, their public communications 
system. It will hopefully assess the past performance of their efforts 
in communication with the public and serving the public. 
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Scope of the Study 
The actual surveying included 320 people. Thirty people from 
each of the following eleven planning regions in Oklahoma were selected: 
Northeast, No. l; Mid-East, No. 2; Southeast, No. 3; South Central, No. 
4; East Central, No. 5; Tulsa SMSA, Ne. 6; North Central, No. 7; 
Qklahoma City SMSA, No. 8; Southwest Central, No. 9; Scimthwest, No. 10; 
and Northwest, N0. 11. Of the thirty people from each of the regions, 
five were selected from each 0f the following six groups: parents of 
high. school students, high school teachers, high school students, school 
board members, school administrators (superintendents), and high school 
counselors. The participants and the schools were randomly selected 
by planning districts t0 avoid biasing the data. 
Assumptions 
The ass:umptionsmade by the investigator were that the sample 
surveyed would be analogous to and representative of the same type 
population in all areas of the state, and that the responses on the 
questionnaires would be representative of most of the population's 
perceived role of vocational and technical education. 
Other assumptions were that the respondents were capable and in 
fact did reply in a way that truly reflects their feelings. It was 
assumed that the population was homogeneous, and the sample size was 
significantly large to represent the desired population. 
It was also assumed that non-respondents' responses would not 
have been significantly different from the respondents'. Therefore, 
their non-response would not bias the results of the study. 
Limitations 
The external validity of this study is limited by the size of the 
sample, and the internal validity is limited by the fact that some of 
the statements on the correspondence sheet were combined and reworded 
for correspondence sheet number two. As a result, some of the 
participants may not have recognized their initial statements. It is 
also possible that in the process of rewording and combining of state-
ments that the participant's original intent was lost. 
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Another limitation is the population surveyed. Only the following 




4. School Board Members 
5. School Admini.strators 
6. School Counselors 
This study was not to be representative of the entire population 
of Oklahoma, only of the people most directly involved in education at 
the local level. 
Definitions 
Parents. Those individuals who have children or wards enrolled in 
high school. 
Teachers. Those individuals listed by the Oklahoma State Depart-
ment of Education as teaching in public high schools during the 1973-74 
school year. 
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Students. Those people enrolled in public high schools during the 
1973-74 school year. 
School Board Members. Those people serving elected positions as 
members to school boards of independent public- school districts in 1973. 
School Administrators. Those individuals listed by the Oklahoma 
State Department of Education as being superintendents of independent 
public school districts. 
School Counselors. Those individuals listed by the Oklahoma State 
Department of Education as being either full-time or part-time counselors 
in public high schools during the 1973-74 school year. 
Vocational and Technical Education. Instruction designed to 
enable a person to succeed in an occupation requiring less than a 
baccalaureate degree and for which the Oklahoma State Department of 
Vocational and Technical Education reimburses the local school. 
Roles. The part vocational and ·technical education plays in the 
total educational process. 
Perceive. The way a person comprehends or feels about something. 
Planning Districts. Eleven divisions of. the state determined 
by legislative action for planning purposes. (See Appendix A) 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW 0F LITERATURE 
Introduction 
The purpose of this literature .review is to provide background 
information to lay a foundation on which to build ideas and reasoning 
and to seek out similiar existing research. The investigator found 
large quantities of background infarmatien and sufficient foundation 
material, but was unable to locate any existing research that was 
similar to this study. However, other research findings were avail-
able in the areas of opinian, perceptions, vocational and technical 
education, roles af education, anci vocational and technical education. 
In addition to research findings in these areas, an abundance of related 
literatut·e and writings was reviewed. As a result of this review of 
lite.rature, the investigater was able to better design the study by 
delimiting the problems and obtaining a better understanding of the 
subject. This review is divided into the following sections: history 
and development of vocational and technical education, the feundations 
of vocational and technical education, the role of education, a des-
cription of vocational and technical education in ©klahoma, and some 
background of perceptiens. 
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History and Development of Vocational 
and Technical Education 
Vocational education has been around longer than any other type 
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of education. It is as old as man. People have for centuries had to 
make certain career choices. Until recently the choice was largely 
determined by birth. The son's life wo.rk was usually the same as his 
father's, and the skills were taught by thefather. For many centuries 
the task learning cycle continued with few techrtological improvements. 
As time progressed informal apprenticeship became the principle 
method of vocational instruction. According to Mays (3) indentured 
apprenticeship was introduced in ancient Egypt. After the Greeks 
organized the liberal arts, informal apprenticeship continued to be 
the primary method of v0cational instruction. Butts (4) makes the 
very interesting point that the liberal arts achieved pre-eminence 
because practical arts were not organized and written~ Apprenticeship 
has been a very viable means of occupational education. It is more 
prominent in Canada and other parts of the Western world than in the 
United States. In the United States formal apprenticeship programs 
are .usually fostered cooperatively by unions and employer associations. 
Formal instruction in vocational education also has a long history, 
which dates back to the Greeks and Romans. Military, political, and 
religious occupational education have held prominent places in nearly 
all cultures to modern times. Buring the seventeenth, eighteenth, and 
nineteenth centuries in England, Germany, France, and the United States, 
the literature describes the contributions of Locke, Owens, Comenius, 
Froebel, Goetze, Rabelais, and Rousseau. According to Bailey and 
Stadt (5), during their time the literature reveals: 
(1) A rather widespread concern for the practical educatien 
of working men and their children, (2) a relatively contin-
uous development of centent and methodology f0r manual · 
training and other forms of handw0rk for the schoels, (3) 
a developing controversy between those who would teach mean-
ingful skills for the general educatfon ef all and those · 
who wauld teach for vocations, and (4) the development of 
the fore-runners of public day schools, public evening 
schools, church-related vacational schools, private voca-
tienal and technical schaels, and carperate er. factory 
schoels. 
The arguments for and against vocational education are not with-
aut antecedents. Some of the early training in the vacations was for 
the disadvantaged, handicapped, displaced, and other people with 
special needs. 
Many schools which attempted to teach a trade were opened for 
peer and pauper children in the early 180©'s. In 1825 R<l>bert ©wens 
introduced manual arts in Indiana. Ii>uring the same period, several 
penal institutions began ta teach trades in an effort to prepare 
priseners ta earn legitimate livelihoads after their release. 
]})uring the latter half ef the nineteenth century, there was a 
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resistance te vecational education. William T. Harris, who was United 
States Cemmissioner of Education (1889-19€16), was convinced that the 
purpese of public education was to "preserve and save our civil erder." 
The classics, languages, and mathematics made up the secondary curricu-
lum and were the basis of the college curriculum (6). The manual train-
ing mevement appeared in 1880 and Calvin W. Wa<l>dward opened a manual 
training school in St. Louis. Woedwardpreposed that education "put 
the whole boy in school, his hands as well as his head.II Manual train-
ing was not cance·ived ef as vocational training. Rather it was an 
attempt ta infuse new vitality into old cur~icula, ta rouse student 
interest in schc,ol programs, t0 promete more sensible occupational. 
·- -12 
cheices, to raise the educatianal level ef the laber classes, and ta 
elevate all eccupaticms ta a millennium. ef culture and refinement (7). 
A large number af cities built specialized manual training high 
schools and intreduced manual training in the upper grades of elemen-
tary schoals. Manual traini~g of this time came fram ene ef twe camps. 
The first groupr's sleyd idea advocated that manual training develaped 
certain faculties such as hand-eye coordinatian and was thus a general 
educatian subject. The ether greup was cemp0sed af true vecational 
educators who understood the pedagegical efficiencies and econamic 
advantages of formalized instructien and fostered schools which employed 
manual training metheds. This camp fallowed Victor Della Vas•s 
syst~m (8). 
4' The beginning of federal legislatian ta suppart and enceurage 
vocatienal and technical education was the M©rrill Act ef 1862 which 
established land-grant c0lleges and .aided the develepment of collegiate 
level educati,on in agriculture and the mechanical arts. The next 
step was the Smith-Lever bill which provided federal aid for exten-
sian training ef farm people in agriculture and fer industrial, agri-
cultural and heme econamics education in the secondary schaols. 
Vocati.onal educaticm or public education f0r 0ccupations which require 
less than the baccalaureate degree was barn. An0ther major federal 
legislation was the Smith-Hughes Act (P.L. 347); its majer purposes 
were ta premete vecatianal ·education, "Ceoperate with the state in 
prometion of agricultural and trades ·and industrial education, prepara-
tion ef vecational teachers, and funding. Te receive funds states had 
to create a board for vocational educatien, prepare a state plan, make 
an annual report to the Federal Board of Vocatienal Education, provide 
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pragrams in public scheols af lesser than 'haccalaureate grade, provide 
the physical plant and equipment, and ta arient programs ta 0ccupational 
entry. In·return fer this the federal government made funds available 
fer paying salaries af V(!)catienal teachers, supervisers and directors. 
The George-~ea· Act, which was effective fram 1929 ta 1934, pravided 
for further develapment of vocatianal agriculture and home econ(!)mics. 
It als0 ret110ved heme eccmomics from the trade and industrial service 
area making it subject t0 some features. 0£ the appropriations for 
agriculture. The Geerge-Ellzey Act, effective £rem 1934-1937, made 
medificatian in the regulatians affecting hoine economics, part-time 
classes in trade and industrial education, and funds fer·attending 
professional meetings. Later·, matching Federal funds were provided on 
a graduated scale and ciistributive education was added to vocaticmal 
education under the George-Barden Act of 1946, thus increasing support 
of and breadth af vocatianal pregrams. Later the George-Barden Act, 
Title II, provided funds for practical nursing training threugh 1965. 
The Geerge Barden Act, Title III,andNatianal Defense Educatien 
Act provided for the training of highly skilled technicians in fields 
necessary for the national defense during the period of 1958-1962. It 
permitted much ef the flexibilities ef the ariginal act for the level 
of vocational education which is c0mmonly called "technical." The 
dear was 0penedinC0ngress for these acts by the Vocational Educatien 
for Natienal ]!)efense Program during Warld War II. This pragram provided 
pre-employment and supplementary training far ·seven million war produc-
tion workers from 1940 . te 1945 (9) • 
The passage of the Vecatianal Education Act af 1963 was influenced 
'by high levels af unen;i.ployment amang yeung people. This legislation 
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rec0gnized the need f0r a flexible educational system which could pro-
vide prev0cational training, salable skills, and work experience ta 
high schoal students. The Act authorized federal funds t0 be used for: 
(1) training persons attending high school, (2) preparing high school 
graduates er dropouts available fer full-time study for job entry, (3) 
training or retraining persons in the labor market for advancement or 
job stability, and (4) develaping several programs for persons with 
academic, socio-ecanomic or other handicaps that prevent them from 
succeeding in regular vacatianal education programs (9). 
The Advisory Council on V0cational Educatien studied the effects 
and accomplishment of the 1963 Act. It f0und that programs and ser-
vices had not expanded enough t0 help students with special needs and 
in depressed a1:;eas because funding had not been sufficient. As a 
result, the Vacatienal Education Amendments ef 1'968 were posted giving 
high prierity t0 the training and educatfonal needs af the rural and 
urban disadvantaged, the mentally and physically handicapped, and 
those seeking. training at the past-secondary level. They aided in 
closing the gap between school and emplayment and gave the schools the 
responsibility for developing the vocational and educational potential 
~f the nation's citizens (9). 
The Area Redevelopment Act of 1961 began the training of j0bless 
workers in depressed areas. The task was carried an by the Manpower 
E>evelopment and Training Act ef 1962 which aimed at achieving full 
empleyment. These programs were training the unempleyed for needed 
skills and matching workers t0. j 0bs. 
As to the history of vocati0nal and technical education in 0klahoma, 
there were only two studies found that dealt with this topic. Robert 
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Freed's study, "The D~velopment of Post-High School Technical-Vocational 
Education in Oklahoma," deals with the history ef technical education 
on a statewide basis. Freed (10) states that: 
The institutiens of higher educatien in Oklahema that 
are governed by the Board of Regents for Oklahoma agricul-
ture and mechanical colleges furnish the bulk for the 
technical-vecational education opportunities in Oklahoma 
higher ~ducation institutions. There is no state coordi-
nating board for all technical-vocational education in 
Oklahoma. Enrollments and graduates in both technical-
vocational education programs have approximately doubled 
in a period from 1959 to 1967. There has been increased 
awareness by the legislature, state administration, indus-
trial people, and researchers of the· role of technical-
vocational education in the industrial development of 
Oklahoma. 
In the other study hy ]!)avid Lombardi, "Historical Development of the 
Electronics Technology Curriculum at Oklahoma State's Technical 
Institute," Lombardi (11) states that: 
The historical development of the curriculum shows 
the gradual change from training a specific radio techni-
cian to a much broader research and development technician. 
The present graduate is capable ef entering industry 





The Feundations of Vocational-Technical Education 
Vocati~nal and technical education is a part ef all societies in 
1:-. 
a basic and multidimensional way. It is deeply rooted in technology, 
economics, psychology, and sociology. Below is a brief overview of 
these foundations and their part in vocational and technical education. 
The specific roles of vocational and technical education depend 
upon keeping pace with technology. Vocational and technical education 
has the task of keeping up with the occupational milieu of changing 
jobs and highly mobile and adaptable people. Some of the technelogical 
horizons include the future use of oceans, future recreational and 
leisure industries, future environment programs, the future of human 
biological restraint and control, the future of transportation and 
communication, future warfare, and future weather forecasting and 
control (5). All of these elements are to be dealt with in an educa-
tional role by vocational and technical curricula. The influence of 
these elements will be the setting of and the food for vocational 
and technical education. Future technological developments will 
perpetuate and make vocational education a necessity of tomorrow. 
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Public vocational-technical education has a strong economic 
foundation. It makes positive economic contributions to society, 
communities, and individuals. When vocational and technical education 
is pursued for contribution to future occupational opportunity and 
earnings, it is treated as an investment good by economists (12). 
Some of the reasons it is treated as an investment good are: (1) 
it enhances the internal and external labor markets, increases 
specificity of skills, utilizes planning to meet manpower needs, 
improves employee geographic mobility, and allows substitution of 
workers (13). Our economy is based on the production of goods which 
is made possible only by the available trained manpower which produces 
these goods. Economics is very much a foundation on which to base 
vocational and technical education. 
In the history of Western man, work was considered a curse. The 
Greeks believed that the Gods sentenced man to the drudgery of work 
out· of condemnation and hatred (14) •· SGciologists of today believe 
that work is a goal-directed group activity. Work not only meets the 
needs of society for products and services, but a work group provides 
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an opportunity to get rewards from association with others. It protects 
the worker-member from outsiders, provides a channel of communication, 
and assures the worker of his personal worth. It also determines how 
much money a person is to receive for his contributions which, in turn, 
dictates what type of life he is to live (13), Our society and how one 
fits int0 it are based upon what one does for a living. Useful and 
productive work enriches society and unemployment is a detriment to it. 
Technical co111petence is built by vecational and technical education 
as is job satisfaction. These are two important factors to our socio-
logical "werld of werk" which enables. people to be contributors to 
rather than receivers of our work 'based s0ciety. 
Vocational and technical education has a relevant psychological 
basis. The student is able to learn things that really count, and he 
is motivated by knowing that he is nGt wasting time. It takes into 
consideration individual differences and has something to offer all 
students no matter what their intelligence or ability level. It offers 
challenges for multi...:interests groups, people with different levels 0f 
physi.cal maturation, and those with various mental characteristics (13), 
Psychologically speaking, vecational-technical education does something 
flllr the masses. 
According to Melvin Barlow, the theoretical model for vocational 
and technical education is made up of three basic components--founda-
tions, interpretation, and implementation, The foundation principles 
never change; the interpretation changes with the demands of society; 
and the implementation is enforced through the state plans. This study 
is primarily concerned with the interpretation portion of the model by 
asking a particular segment of society what the roles of v0cational and 
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technical education are. Their answers may have some secondary effects 
on the implementation component. 
Barlow also believes that the foundations and elements of vocational 
educatien: (1) are of national ccmcern, (2) pravide for the common 
defense and promete the general welfare, (3) prepare youth and adults 
as a responsibility of the public school, (4) require basic education, 
(5) should be planned and conducted in clese ceeperation with business 
and industry, (6) previde skills and knowledge valuable in the labor 
market, and (7) provide continuing education for youth and adults. 
The Role of Education 
Education in this nation has tended to expand on the basis of a 
concept which emphasized only one side of learning. Alfred North 
Whitehead (15), the Harvard mathematician and educator, said that some 
educational trends were fallacious. He wrote: 
The antithesis between a technical and a liberal educa-
tbn is fallacious. There can be n0 adequate technical 
education which is.not liberal, and no liberal education 
which is net technical; that is nQ education which dees not 
impart both technique and intellectual visien. In simpler 
language, education should turn out the pupil with some-
thing he knows well and something he can do well. This 
intimate unien of practice and theory aids both. The 
intellect does not work best in a vacuum. The stimulation 
ef creative impulses requires, especially in the care of. 
a chili, the quick transition to practice. 
The other side of learning can be thought of as manpower training. 
In both the short- and long-run approach to manpower training, the 
end is the persen and the means is his development through learning. 
Supply of labor, reducing unemployment, job development; economic 
growth, fiscal effectiveness and organization, and administration are 
but means which must stem from a basic purpose and a basic premise 
regarding human development goals. 
A recent paper prepared by Walter Reuther spells out some of the 
major goals which a national manpower policy sh0uld consider. Reuther 
(16) says we must consider the foll<i>wing in a manpower policy: 
Regarding Employment 
1. Full empl0yment; how do we create it and maintain it. 
2. A job as rewarding work, for every person to his 
highest capacities. 
3. A goed work enviranment, which will promote individual 
dignity and self-respect. 
4. · A chance to learn and advance for every person. 
5. A decent wage and inceme insurance li>etween joli>s. 
Regarding the Nature of Work 
6. Strive t0 eliminate the uselessness of certain w0rk. 
7. Prepare all for creative and contrili>utory work, 
8. Allow for the enjoyment of leisure. 
9. Develep means for the transition from 0ne job to 
another in a technological society. 
l©. Provide special help for the disadvantaged indi-
vidual and community. 
11. Eliminate the barriers of prejudice as to race, 
creed, or sex, 
12. Provide opp0rtunities for the handicapped. 
13. Previde preventive and therapeutic medicine fer 
personal or area distress. 
Regarding the W0rker as a Human 
14. Eliminating the use 0f people as "manp0wer" and 
their purchase in a "lali>or market.". 
15. The human as a contributor to society rather than 
an instrument of producti0n. 
16. Education and training for people as more effective 
participants in, and for enjoyment of all, aspects 
of living. 
This is a saund philesophy and strives to make education the corner-
stene for manpower policy as human pr0blems arise from technological 
changes. 
In speaking of the role of the schools, Venn (9) states that: 
"Progress in developing this country's human resources will depend, 
in large measure, upon the educational system." He goes on to say: 
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The scho0l' s responsibilities for man]!)<:>Wer development 
are threefold. The first is.essentially remedial--to pr0-
vide education and training for people who lack marketable 
skills or are empl0yed bel0w their capabilities, while j0b 
vacancies remain unfilled for lack of qualified workers. 
Second, the sch00l must give students the best preparation 
for work and life. Thir<il, sch001s must pr0vide for contin-
uing education and updating of skills thr0ugh0ut the individ-
uals working life. 
In 1961, James Conant (17) stated what he believed the roles 0f 
schools t0 be, "I submit that in a heavily urbanized and industrial 
free sec:iety, the·educational experiences of youth should fit their 
su"bsequent employment." He went on to state that in the colleges and 
graduate C:(011leges people are prepared to help.place their graduates in 
jobso The best example of this practice is in engineering c0lleges 
or teaching colleges, At the college or university level, a large 
fraction 0f the graduates are making smooth transitions from educatien 
t0 a job. Conant goes 0n to say that the high school level situatien 
is semewhat different. Over half (')I' more of the high school graduates 
( 
are seeking employment immediately upon graduation, They have no skill 
far empfoyment or de they kn0w in which matters ta seek employment. 
He suggests that a much closer relationship should.exist among schools, 
emplayers, and labor uniOlns, as well as social agencies and empl0yment 
offices. Conant (17) a1s101 speaks of vocational education and underlines 
four p0ints with respect to v0cational education: 
First and forem0st, vocational courses should not' 
replace courses which are essential parts 0£ the required 
academic program for graduation. Second, vocaticmal courses 
should be provided in grades 11 and 12 and not require 
more than half the student's time in those years; however, 
for slow learners and prospective dropouts these courses 
ought te begin earlier. Third, the significance of the 
vocational courses is that those enrolled are keenly inter-
ested in the work; they realize the relevance of what they 
are learning t0 their future careers, and this sense of 
purpose is carried 0ut .at the same time. Fourth, the type 
of vocational program should be related to the empl0yment 
opportunities in the general locality. Vocational train-
ing which holds no hope that the skill developed will be 
in fact a marketable skill becomes just another chore. 
The White House Conference on Youth (18) which convened in 1971 
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included a Task Force on Employment and the Economy. ·The report of this 
Task Force expressed concern with the failure of the schools to meet 
individual· needs of students, particularly with respect ta "preparing 
the students to move into work areas. 11 Amang their rec~:mnnendations ta 
make the schools more flexible and responsive, was ene which should help 
remove a major obstacle in the usefulness of the schoel as a place of 
preparation for adulthcH,id. The report went on to say: (24) 
Specifically, the general education curriculum which 
typically prepares students for neither jobs nor college, 
should- be phased out and systems should be devel0ped fer 
integrating academic and vecational curriculum. At the 
same time, students should be given a much greater oppor-
tunity t0 transfer among vocation and academic curriculum 
and, in fact, avail themselves for 0fferings from both 
areas. These developments not only add to the flexibility 
ef the school systems, but would als0 help break down the 
stigma all too often associated with vocational and career 
preparation. 
With regard t0 institutional change, it is n0t inconceivable that 
scho0ls by reorganization and revision can make significant alterations 
to meet the neecls of today's young people; that is, to provide the 
necessary experiential learning. Howeve;r, the majority of spokesmen 
and study groups believe that not only a drastic change within the 
school is essential, but that the school must reach outside its 
boundaries and develop programs which will involve groups and individ-
uals in the community for a greater degree than previously. Others 
contend that arrangements in learning environments, completely inde-
pen<!lent of the schools, have been considered equally as important as 
school learning. 
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Many ongoing and planned federal programs are characterized by 
their provisions for experiential learning which may take place in a 
situation other than the desirable classroom setting. Specifically, 
eccupational training 0r work educatien programs which include work 
experience and may or may not have a relationship with a school or 
school system. Some of these programs cover Manpower Training Programs, 
cooperative education and work study programs, volunteer work programs, 
and career education programs. Among the reasons for focusing on 
work experience programs are: (18) 
1. Mest adults spend a large pontion of their lives 
involved in work, 
2. Eaxning a living and therefo:re pxepa.ration for-adulthood 
needs· to include education fer work, 
3. Work environment is a clQser approximation to adult 
living conditions than the school, 
4. Success an the job calls for qualities, skills, and 
attitudes which are necessary for success in other 
adult roles. 
5. Employers and communities have jobs that need doing, 
and 
6. Young people who need or want JD.Oney can do these jobs. 
In 1970, the State Board for Vocational and Technical Education 
discussed the role that vocational and technical education would have 
during the 1970's for the State of Oklahema. The Division of Research, 
Planning, and Evaluation used the Delphi technique to identify factors 
to consider in determination of the future role of vocational and 
technical education. A limited number of persons at the local, state, 
and national levels in education, industry, business and government 
were asked to participate in the Delphi study by providing ten possible 
endings to the following s ta temen t (19) : 
In order to plan vocational and technical education 
during the decade ahead, the State Department of Vocational 
and Technical Education should concentrate its resources 
and energies in the following area •••• 
The ten statements that were ranked most important by the groups 
were (19): 
1. Analyze current vocational offerings in relationship 
to employment opportunities 
2. Guidance and counseling 
3. Involvement of industry in vocational and technical 
education 
4. Teachers of vocational and technical education programs 
5. Funding for vocational and technical programs 
6. Placement of vocational and technical trainees 
7. Performance standards for vocational and technical 
training programs 
8. Orientation to employment 
9. Establish goals and,measureable objectives 
10. Evaluation of vocational and measurable objectives 
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As a result of this study, in 1972, Hopkins (20) made the following 
rec0mmendations as to the reles of vocational and technical education 
in Oklahoma for the 70' s and the State Department of Vocational and 
Technical Education. These are cmly the recommendations the writer 
deemed relevant to this particular study. 
1. The State Depart~ent G>·f V0catfonal and Technical· Educa-
tion should take immediate steps to satisfy critical 
manpower needs by (a) establishing new training pro-
grams in priority areas and (b) redirecting existing 
p~ograms that are no longer relevant. Vocational and 
technical education should take immediate steps to 
enrich and expand program offerings for adults and 
other non-secondary students. 
2. The State Department of Vocational and Technical Educa-
tion should take all the necessary steps to make quality 
skill 'training available to any Oklahoman desiring it. 
3. The State Department of Vocational and Technical Educa-
rion should help set up a mechanism whereby a particular 
person or persons will be assigned specific responsibility 
of helping students find work in the occupational area in 
which they are trained. 
4. The State Department of V0cational and Technical Educa-
tion should make sure skill training programs are avail-
able for disadvantaged students. In short, special 
designated monies, activities, and personnel must be 
directed physically and exclusively toward training. 
In a study of the image of vocational education in Oklahoma, 
Shultz and Terry (21) concluded that: 
1. The interviewed public perceived vocational education 
as being able to serve students of all ability levels. 
2. The respondents of the study were not knowledgeable 
concerning the manner in which vocational education 
programs work with and are aligned with the needs of 
local industry as indicated by their neutral response 
to the statements relating to this point. 
3. The interviewed public responded favorably toward voca-
tional education in comparison with the rest of the 
educational system as being evident by their agree 
respanse to their statements designed to measure their 
perception c<:mcerning this point. 
4. The interviewed public agreed that vocational educa-
tion programs are accemplishing their major purpose 
by providing education for gainful employment for all 
who desire· it, need it, and shaw the initiative to 
attain it. 
5. The interviewed public was not adequately informed 
about the opportunities available and previded for 
by vecational education pregrams ••• 
6. The resp0ndents interviewed .in this study did not 
perceive that vocational educatic;m was adequately 
acquainting students with the world af work, nor was 
it providing adequate information concerning the 
opportunities available. 
7. The investigator has concluded that, in general, 
the public interviewed was uninformed about voca-
tional education; however, their overall perception 
toward these programs would appear to be favorable. 
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For 1973, the Mission Statement for the 0klahoma State Department 
of Vocational and Technical Education (22) was: "To educate, train, 
and provide guidance for all persons wh0 seek to develop the knowledges, 
skills, and behavioral characteristics that are necessary for employment." 
Some implied areas included in the Mission Statement are (22): 
1. To provide vacational and technical education training 
programs for employment as semi-skilled, skilled, tech-
nicians, or sub-professionals. 
2. To provide vocational and technical education programs 
for new and emerging occupations. 
3. To provide vocational and technical education to prepare 
individuals for enrollment in advanced technical educa-
tion programs, by excluding any programs to prepare 
individuals for employment in occupations which require 
a Bachelor or higher degree. 
4. To provide the assistance to individuals to understand 
their capabilities and interests; chose a suitable career; 
and to prepare for, enter, and successfully complete 
programs in the career of their choice. 
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Some of the 0klahoma State Department of Vocational and Technical 
Education goals for fiscal year 1974 include (23): 
1. More emphasis on expanding skill and technical training in the 
areas of greatest need and in the metropolitan 'areas. 
2. To provide occupational orientation and exploratory experiences 
for all persons at all levels in order that reasonable, 
enlightened, and long-range decisions may be made concerning 
vocational choiceso 
3. To provide training for the educational, cultural, and 
economic deprived persons in the state. 
4. T0 insure that quality education and training programs for 
career vocati0ns are available to all individuals of all ages 
and in all communities of the state who desire and need such 
education and training, 
5. To enter or re-enter into vocational or technical education, 
students to be placed within programs and on a job. 
6. To improve the image of work in order that students, parents, 
and the general public may know the dignity, challenge, and 
satisfaction (intellectual and financial) of a skilled or 
technical occupation. 
7. To provide occupational education programs for students who 
drop out of the formal education program before graduating in 
·· order to facilitate entrance into full-time adult programs 
for these personso 
8. To provide information to the general public, legislative 
groups, and the business community on what vocational and 
technical education had done, is doing, and plans to do. 
9. To improve the quality of adult education in vocational and 
technical education. 
A Description of Vocational and Technical 
Education in Oklahoma 
Included in this section is a brief summary of the vocational and 
technical pragrams and efferings in 0klahoma. This information is for 
secondary, post-secondary, and adult programs for fiscal 1973. The 
program divisions are vocational agriculture, business and office 
education, distributive education, health occupaticms ed.ucatien, trade 
and industrial educatien, technical education and heme economics 
education. ©ther programs include exemplary programs, censum.er 
homemaking, youth arganizations, cooperative v0cational educatien, 
disadvantaged programs, handicapped programs, special schools for 
industry prograrms, community development, mobile career develepment, 
and area vocational-technical schools. 
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Vocational agriculture courses were offered in 352 schools provid-
ing classes in regular vocational agriculture production, agriculture 
mechanics, and vocaticmal agriculture related eccupatiens. There 
were 20,236 students enrolled in these programs and 12,000 of these 
were farm youth and 336 were females. One hundred seventy-five 
chapters 0perated school farms or land laberatories, providing an 
opportunity for many non-farm students te care fer their projects. 
Thirty-one additional schools have provided greenhouses or nurseries 
(22). The Vocational Agriculture Division conducted adult education 
courses that ranged from farm and ranch management to artificial 
insemination. The objective of the Vocational Agriculture Education 
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Programs is to provide instruction in the basic science of agriculture 
to meet the needs 0f in-school youth, out-of-school youth, and adults 
who are gainfully employed in producticm agriculture and 0ff-farm 
agricultural occupations (23). 
The Business and Office Educati0n Divisi0n has a total of 102 
public school programs of which 60 are operating in the regular public 
schools and 42 in the area vecational-technical schools. Adult pre-
paratory classes were also offered to 3,155 adults in typing and 
shorthand. The public sch0ol programs combine classroom instructioli 
with on-the-job training while the area vocational-technical schools 
provide primarily classroom instruction using an office simulation 
environment (22). Vecaticmal Business and ©ffice Education is designed 
to meet the needs of persans over 14 years of age and has as its pur-
pose initial preparati0n, refresher and/or upgrading 0f individuals 
leading to employment and advancement in business and office careers. 
There are also pregrams in C00perative 0ffice Education which are 
vocational work experience programs designed to provide students an 
opportunity to early application of vocational skills learned in 
school, and the opportunity to further develop skills and abilities 
on a job (23). 
In 1972-73 there were 61 secondary Distributive Education Programs 
operated in 56 comprehensive high schools and five in area vocational-
technical schools. The total secondary enrollment was 2,725, A total 
of 10 :mid-management programs operated at the p0st-secondary level with 
a tetal enrollment of 441, The Distributive Education Adult Classes 
enrolled 4,184 persons in Fiscal Year 1972-73. The areas were in the 
Real Estate Institute, the Food Distribution Institute, Fashion 
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Merchandising, and Supervisory Develapment (22)'. ·· Vacatienal ll>istribu-
tive Educatien is canducted far the -purpese ef helping these in distri-
butive eccupations tC> give better service and thereby, ta promote 
the general welfare of both producers and censumers. The Qklahoma 
Asseciation 0f the Elistributive Education Clubs of America provides 
pragrams of leadership education and competitive activities. Its two 
purposes are to develop a respect far educatien in marketing and dis-
tribution and to promote understanding and appreciatian far the respan-
sibilities 0f citizenship in our free, competitive enterprise system 
{23) 0 
As ef June 3©, 1973, the Health Occupations Education Elivision 
worked with 29 Ass0ciate degree pre grams in 13 j uniar colleges, 
supervised 19 practical nursing pregrams at 2Q sites, 27 sec0ndary 
programs in area vocatiQnal-technical schoals and public scheels, and 
76 adult programs fer a total af 151 pragrams. Secondary programs 
include medical and dental affice assistant programs and nurse assis-
tant programs. At the past-secendary level pr0grams are offered for 
Associate Degree Registered Nurses, inhalation therapy, dental tech-
nician, bi0medical electronics technician, emergency medical technician, 
medical assistants, medical instruments technician, medical laberatory 
technician, medical records technician, accupational therapy assistant, 
radiologic technician and camm.unity mental health worker. 
The adult programs in health occupati0ns are shart-term programs 
which may be preparatory far employment or upgrading of those already in 
the labor market (22). There are also numeraus Health Occupations 
Education pragrams in the state operating under the Manpower Develapment 
and Training Act. The purposes af. vocational and technical Health 
©ccupations Education Programs are to prepare selective applicants for 
gainful employment in the health field and to upgrade those already 
emplayed (23). 
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Trade and Industrial Education courses were offered in 123 compre-
hensive high schools and 22 area schools in Oklahoma. These programs 
not meeting occupational demands .were redirected or clesed. Adult 
classes were offered in nearly every area of training that is avail-
able to full-time day students (22). The Oklahoma Association of 
the Vocational and Industrial Clubs ef America provide the leadership 
and development phases of Trade and Industrial Education. Vocational 
Trade and Industrial Education p·rograms have the objective of preparing 
stuB.ents fer empl0yment inane of the industrial skilled trades upon 
completion of training (23). 
Technical Education is an expanding area in ©klahoma. Eleven 
new programs were begun .in 1972-73 in four areas. Technical Educatien 
is cortcerned with that body of kn0Wledge organized in a planned 
sequence of classroom and laberatory experiences at the pest-secondary 
level to prepare students for a cluster 0f jeb opportunities in a 
specialized field of technalogy. This definitien relates to all 
technologies such as agriculture, business, engineering, health, 
and various other professional areas. The principal goal of Technical 
Education is to prepare individuals for effective employment in a 
particular field of technology at a level within the "technician sector" 
of the occupational spectrum (23). 
During 1972-73 Vocational Home Econemics Educatien provided 
instruction and training at the secondary and adult-levels through 393 
programs in Consumer and Homemaking Education and Occupational Home 
Economics Education. There were 28,530 students enrolled in home 
economics classes, grades 9-12. Of this 1,407 boys and 25,155 girls 
were in consumer and homemaking education classes, and 252 boys and 
1,047 girls were in occupational gainful employment classes. There 
were also 7,590 adults served (23). 
The objective of C0nsumer and Homemaking Education is to help 
individuals and families improve home environments and the quality of 
personal and family life. This aspect also deals with training boys 
and girls fer dual roles--h0memaking and wage earner. The objective 
of the Occupational Home Economics Education aspect is to prepare for 
0ccupations that use home economics kn0wledge and skills in the areas 
of child care, clothing industries, faod management, institutional 
management, and home furnishing. 
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The Future Homemakers of America is an integral part of the Consumer 
and Homemaking program. Its overall goal is to help individuals impr0ve 
personal, family and community living and t0 enable students to develop 
leadership abilities. The Young Homemakers of Oklahoma is a state 
organization 0f y0ung women interested in impr0ving knowledge and 
skills related to hememaking. 
The purpose of exemplary pragrams is to stimulate new ways to 
create a bridge between school and earning a living for young people 
who are still in school or wh0 are in p0st-secondary programs of 
vocational preparation. An additional purpose is to promote cooperation 
between public education and manpower agencies through Federal financial 
support of exemplary and innovative 0ccupational programs or projects 
which are designed to broaden occupational aspirations and opportunities 
for youths, particularly disadvantaged youths, and t0 serve as models 
for use in vocational education programs. Oklahoma had eighteen of 
these programs in fiscal 1973 which served 32,121 students. 
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In fiscal year 1973, particular effort was put forth to expand the 
number of Cooperative Vacational Education Programs in the vocational 
divisiens. As a result af this effort, there were 27 programs in the 
vocational divisions and 21 under the direct supervision of the 
:r4 program specialist, yielding a tatal enrollment af 1,451 students (22). 
Ceoperative Vocational Education is a program thraugh which students 
receive occupational related classroom instruction and an-the-job train-
ing. The student experiences are planned and supervised by the schoal 
and employers so that each contributes to the student's education and 
his employability (22)o 
Coordinated Vacatienal Education and Training (CVET) is intended 
far in-schoal yauth possessing acadelnic, sacia-ecanamic, er ether 
handicaps to such an extent as to prevent them fram succeeding in 
traditional educational endeavors. The program includes a combination 
of vacatianal and modified related ix,.struction that provides the educa-
tional opportunities ef acquiring a salable vocational skill while also 
acquiring basic knawledge in the related fields ef math, science, 
English and social studies. This approach enables students enrolled 
to reach maximum personal develapment, including emplayment potential, 
within their ability in the shortest possible time. 
The objectives of the program are to provide students, 14-15 year-
olds er so-called ninth and tenth graders, a two-year program with 
vocational educatian preparing them for gainful employment in jobs 
requiring semi-skilled knowledge and training, or through preparation 
in this program, prepare these students to enter regular high school 
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or area vocational-technical school programs and to provide students 
with a related curriculum that departs from traditional methods of 
teaching at a level where they can succeed. Seventy-four classes in 
25 schools have been implemented (22). 
Funds for special programs for the handicapped and the disadvan-
taged are provided in the Vocational Education Amendments of 1968, 
P. L. 90-5 76. These special programs are funded through the submission 
and appr0val of preposals. IDisadvantaged funds allotted to the state 
may be used only for programs designed for those persons who have aca-
demic, socio-economic, cultural or other handicaps that prevent them 
from succeeding in vocational education or consumer and homemaking 
programs designed for persons without such handicaps. 
Handicapped funds allotted te the state may be used enly for pre-
grams designed for those persons who are mentally retarded, hard of 
hearing, deaf, speech impaired, visually handicapped, seriously 
emotionally disturbed, crippled or other health impaired persons who 
by reason of their handicapping cendition cannot succeed in a regular 
program. 
During fiscal year 1973, 39 programs for the disadvantaged were 
funded in 23 locations. There were 2,167 secondary students enrolled 
in 21 programs, and eighteen adult programs involved 2,017 adults in 
training activities. Alse, twenty-eight programs for the handicapped 
were funded in thirty-two locatiens. Eight adult programs had 846 
adults enrolled and 3,223 secondary students were enrolled in twenty 
secondary programs (22). 
The Division of Special Schools for Industry Training functions 
to provide trained manpower for new or expanding industry. Special 
Schools are temporary in nature and so structured that they will be 
terminated when a work force has been qualified for employment with a 
specific industry. The divisfon trained 2,789 people in 49 programs 
in 34 different c0mmunities during fiscal year 1973. 
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Recognition for the need of skilled personnel in urban public ser-
vices led to the establishment of a division to assist in this impor-
tant w0rk. With the assistance of a grant under Title VIII, Housing 
Act of 1964, training courses have been approved in c00peration with 
the Department of Housing and Urban Devel0pment. Included in the train-
ing courses conducted are statewide community development training (a 
housing code enforcement sh0rt course}; training.far municipal clerks, 
treasurers and finance 0fficers; supervisory and management devel0pment 
training; and training far human awareness. A technical assistant in 
Cemmunity Bevel0pment Training helps select the training sites, selicit 
students for training, select instruct0rs, and see that necessary guide-
lines are followed. Both pre-service and in-se,rvice training are 
0ffered. Most of the training ceurses are administered through work-
shops, seminars, lectures, specialized training prejects, and academic 
course work. The course offerings assist communities in im:proving their 
public management capabilities, in festering arderly urban grewth and 
development patterns, and in providing adequate services efficiently 
and economically (22). 
This div:its.ion is authorized by 11 o.s. 1971, Section 547, and 
has under its supervision the training and certification of all munici-
pal clerks, treasurers, and finance 0fficers. The statutes call for 
each of these municipal 0fficials to ·attend a one-day training session 
annually before certification can be renewed. Funding is from the 
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State Department of Vocational and Technical Education, HUD Title VIII, 
and fr(!)m annual fees paid by the municipal officials. During fiscal 
year 1972-73, 23 basic worksh©ps and 40 advanced worksh©ps were ccm-
ducted through the state. A t©tal of 315 attended the basic workshops 
and 456 attended the advanced workshops. 
The mobile career development project began in 1972 as a pilot 
project. It is ane of vocational and technical education efforts to 
increase youth and adult awareness of career opportunities made avail-
able through occupational training and is operated in Oklahoma's 
seven southeastern counties. The activities of the project are best 
depicted from the following summary figures. Total individuals counseled 
were 8,285 youth and 844 adults. Contacts were made with 385 business-
men, 1,466 educators, and 271 representatives ef other gevernment 
agencies. Total contacts for the year were 23,829 with 1,342 training 
referrals, 111 employment referrals, and 30 referrals to other govern-
mental services (22). 
There arera total of 22 Area Vocational-Technical School sites in 
Oklahoma, with four designated schools and 12 true area vocational-
technical school districts. Four of these schools have multi-campus 
programs. The 22 schoals operating in 16 districts enrolled a total 
of 19,299 students in occupational programs during the 1973 fiscal 
year. Secondary programs had an enrollment of 8,408 students, full-
time adult programs had 827 enrolled, and 10,064 participated in part-
time adult programs. Fifty-six counties of the state are being served 
by area schools either.by membership in an area school district 0r by 
tuitian. The secondary pregrams are reaching 290 high schools in the 
state. 
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The general acceptance ef the area school concept by the 
public continues to exist. The request for formation af 
area school districts er for information relative to 
annexation comes to this office frequently. New industry 
coming to ©klahoma inquires regarding occupational train-
ing pregrams in the area schoels. The availability of such 
training in many instances has been a determining facter as 
ta industry lacating in Oklahoma (23). 
Same Backgreund of Perceptians 
This sectien was included because it outlines certain characteris-
tics ef perceptions. Since perceptfons af the r0les ef v@catianal and 
technical educatien were what this study dealt with these characteris-
tics were deemed important. By recegnizing exactly what formulated 
perceptiens the researcher was better equipped t0 continue the study. 
According ta Sherif, Sherif, and Nebergall (24), human communica-
tions overflow with evaluation ef other peeple, events, objects, and 
the issues dividing men. Most csmmunication whether it be ardinary 
conversation, public address, printed page, or radi0 0r television 
presentations, talks a'b0ut semething strictly guarded with evaluations, 
whether the tepic is last night's ball game, psych0lagical theary, 
expenditures fer a flight to the 11Ui)0n. er an event like the assassination 
ef a president. 
Interchanges between members of greatly differing greups are 
frequently marred by differences in their evaluatiens. Some of the 
disruptions in communications have their underlying disagreements con-
cerning the universe efdiscourse (24). This is a sematic preblem ef 
"designating re·ferent." The classic example is a discussien of the 
demcracy ameng. persens who agree that it is a good thing ta disagree 
on what they mean by democracy (24). This idea can be carried over to 
discussions on vocational and technical education where people agree 
that it is a good thing t0 disagree cm what each individual means by 
vocational and technical education. 
Sherif, Sherif, and Nebergall also stated (24): 
The problem concerns an0ther source of difficulty in 
communications: disagreements that reflect the.different 
evaluative categories among individuals dealing with the 
same universe of discourse. Specifically in dealing with 
the number and with the categories the individual uses when 
he is free to divide the universe of discourse with as many 
or as few divisions as he sees fit. 
Apart from the culture of the laboratory and the conven-
tions of the apinion surveyor, individuals typically appraise 
events without receiving instructions concerning the cate-
gories to be used. Individuals do pass judgements on diverse 
topics with considerable consistency. This fact is evident 
that persons do possess reference scales for judging the 
topics in question. Such a reference scale, consisting of 
a number of categories established through prior experience, 
may be manifest even when the individual is carefully in-
structed in the laboratory about what categ0ries to be used 
and how to apply them. After reviewing the general problem, 
it can be summarized that research reveals systematic dif-
ferences in individuals' own categories ·as a function of 
past experience and ego-involvement previously published, 
concerning the number and extent of the categories an 
individual uses when he is not restricted by instructions 
that prescribe the categories to be employed or impose a 
particular distribution of the materials into those 
categories. 
Persons who are strongly committed to a stand on a controversial 
issue tend to use fewer categeries and to distribute their judgments 
differently than persons who are less concerned with the issue. This 
finding has been substantiated in several studies. The differences 
are found even when the subjects are all making objective judgments 
on the relative positions represented on the issue, The research 
reviewed does, therefore, support the suggestion made originally by 
Sherif and Van Havlin (25) that the way an individual categorizes 
various p0sitions on a s0cial issue will "indirectly reveal the. 
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individua,l's attitudes more clearly than the answers given to a standard 
aptitude scale item when one is conscious of the passible interpretation 
af others." 
Investigators of judgment processes are aware of the significant 
role of "judgment language" or "response language" in determining the 
individual's placement in particular items. In experiments, the 
linguistic categories to be used by the responcling are carefully 
specified in instructions in order that the systematic or symb0listic 
variables may be controlled by 0ther experimental conditions. It has 
been found that categories imposed en the respondent by instructions 
do affect judgment. 
Sherif, Sherif, and Nebergall (24) indicate that knowing how well 
the individual can discriminate under given optimal conditions, the 
investigator of attitudes must pursue the important question, "How 
does the individual discriminate without the aid of an authoriative 
figure 'experimentor' who requires him to use the particular kind 
and number of categories?" 
People today do not accept common measurements for assessing 
social relationships, social 0bjects, 0r social events, Thus, the 
categories used by individuals to evaluate their social worlds are 
determined primarily by the standards of the graups in which they move 
0r to which they relate psych0l0gically. It is known that statements 
intermediate between the extreme stands cm social issues are placed, 
cm the average, with greater variablity by clifferent respondents than 
the extreme positions. 
Edwards (26) has suggested that the intermediate range sometimes 
becomes a catch-all for relevant items included in order to increase 
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the number af respeilses an an attitude test. On many issues there are 
few graups taking pasitiens between the extremes; hence, many inter-
mediate statements are n0t tied tea social reality. It is alse highly. 
prebable that the language permits mere st.atements · ef · an extreme po·si...; 
tian, particularly in se far as adjectives and adverbs are used. 
Zimbarde (27) presentec!l statements- en science te Yale students in 
introductory psychel©gy ,. humanities, and science. He used six state-
ments classi-fied by experts as well structureci, six classified as 
dauble barrelled, six ~ontaining a passible ambigiaus word, and six 
of intermediate meaning. The subjects were instructed to judge the_ 
statements ebjectively en an eleven paint s-cale to shew hew favorable-
each statement was· toward science. As expected, the well structured 
statements were judged with little variatian ameng the subjects. 
Variability ef all othe·r statements was marked; hawever, the ones can-
taining ambiguity resulted in systematic displacement accarding to the 
students' awn attitudes· toward science. 
In answering the question, "What are sli>me of the factors influen-
cing perceptian," it is well to begin by putting aside the attitude 
ef "naive realism," which suggests that our perceptiG>ns simply register 
accurately what is "eut there." It is alsa necessary ta consider what 
influences distart 0ne's percepti0ns and judgments ef the autside 
w0rld (25). Jahnsen (28) indentified some af. the considerations in 
the literature in "A Review ef Research en ©bject Perceptien." He 
suggests the following abcmt the pr0cedure: 
1. He may be influenced by cansideratians that he may not 
be able to identify, respending ta cues that are below 
the threshold of his awareness. 
2. When required to perform difficult perceptienal judg-
ments, he may respond te irrelevant cues t0 arrive at· a 
judgment. F0r example, in trying t0 assess honesty, it 
has been shewn that the ether pe~sen's smiling ar not 
smiling is used as a cue t(l) judge his hanesty. 
3. In making abstract or intellectual judgments, he may be 
influenced by emational factors--what is liked is per-
ceived as correct. 
4. He will weigh perceptienal evidence coming from respected 
(or fav0red) sources mere heavily than that coming frem 
0ther seurces. 
5. He may net be able to identify all the fact0rs on which 
his judgments are based. Even if he is aware af thGse 
factors he is not likely ta realize how much weight he 
gives to them. 
This is not t0 imply that people respand anly ta subtle 0r irrelevant 
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cues or to their emoti0nal fact0rs, they 0ften perceive 0n the basis of 
the obvieus aswell as to the less 0bvi0us er less ebjective. 
Brenner (29) shewed the imp0rtance ef subjective influences such 
as needs, values, cultural backgr0und, and interests an the perceptual 
process. In his cencept 0f perceptfanal readiness he described the 
importance 0f a framew0rk 0f categ0ries system that the perceiver, 
hi111Self frames to the perceiving process. 
Cantril (30) described perceiving as a "transaction'' between the 
perceiver and the perceived, a precess 0f negetiations in which the 
perceptional end product is a result both ef the influences within the 
perceiver and the characteristics af the perceived. 
A distorting influence, which has been called perceptional defense, 
was demonstrated by Haire and Grunes (31) to be·a source of error in 
determining what people perceiv.e. In their research they asked, 
"Do we put blinders cm t0 defend ourselves from seeing these events 
which might disturb us?" The cencept af perceptional defense affers an 
excellent description af perceptienal distartion at w0rk and demonstrates 
that when confranted with a fact inconsistent with this stereotype 
already held by a persan, the perceiver is able to distort the data 
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in such a way as to eliminate the inconsistency. Thus, by perceiving 
inaccurately, he defends himself from having to change his stereotypes. 
Summary 
This chapter has c0vered a broad spectrum ~f literature concerning 
the history, development, and foundations of vocational and technical 
education as well as a description of vecational and technical education 
in ©klahoma. 0ther topics included were the roles of·education and a 
backgr!!mnd of perceptions. In summarizing this chapter, it shcrnld 
be noted again that the investigator was unable to find any studies 
similar in nature to this one. However, the related literature did 
serve as a basis for a better understanding of the subject. 
Vocational and technical education has been around longer than 
any 0ther type of education. It began with the father passing his 
skills along to his son and sa on.· Next came apprenticeship programs 
and then formal instruction. Fermal instruction was slow to evolve 
until the passage of federal legislation. Only recently has the need 
for vocational and technical education been adequately rec0gnized to 
promote widespread formal instruction. 
The technological, economical, pyscholagical, and sociological 
foundations of v0cational and technical education influence its . 
specific roles. These roles are interpreted by society's needs as 
a result of these foundations. Vocational and technical education's· 
r0les are a part of the total educaticmal system I s roles. It is an 
important part that cannot be neglected and whose absence would leave 
a great void in the educational process. Since vocational and technical 
education's roles are ever changing, the most accurate description of 
them is exemplified by the federal and state mandates which change 
as the need arises. 
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In Oklahoma vocational and technical education covers many programs 
and. serves thausands of students. However, as needs change and increase 
so will the need for and expansian of ve.cational and technical education. 
The study of perception is a complex and complicated endeavor and 
this review of literature reflects only a few highlights.. The paints 
mast relevant to this study were (1) people seem to evaluate everything 
according to their biases and experiences; (2) perscms who are strongly 
committed tea stand en a contreversial issue tend to use different 
judgment scales than persons who are less concerned with the issue; 
(3) the categories used by individuals to evaluate their social worlds 
are determined primarily by the standards of the groups in which they 
move or to which they relate psychologically; and ( 4) needs, values, 
cultural background, and interests do have an important subjective 




The purpose of this study was to use the Delphi technique to 
determine the perceived roles parents, teachers, students, school 
board members, school administrators, and school counselors have 
of vocational and technical education. The investigator proposed 
to find a rank order of roles as to the priority established by the 
way the participants rated the importance of the statements of roles. 
Another aspect investigated was whether or not there was any differ-
ence in the ratings given to the roles by the various groups and the 
various planning districts. 
The purpose of this chapter i~ to describe the method by which 
the sample was selected, describe the Delphi technique, the design· 
of the instrument, and the procedure of data collection·and analysis. 
Selection of the Sample 
The population used in this study was a randomly selected strati-
fied sample. All of the participants were Oklahomans who are in some 
way directly involved with secondary education. The sample consisted 
initially of .320 participants. 
©f the 320 participants, there were 55 in each of the following 
six groups: (1) parents, (2) teachers, (3) school board members, (4) 
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school administrators, (5) school counselors, and (6) students. Five 
people from each of these six groups were from each of the eleven plan-
ning districts in the state (Appendix A) except for the student and 
parent groups. The number five was arbitrarily chosen, thus there were 
thirty participants per planning district. 
The names of the participants were chosen in various ways. The 
list of school administrators was made by taking the names out of the 
Oklahoma State Department of Education Directory and sorting them 
according to planning districts. From this list five names were 
selected at random from each planning district. 
The school board members were selected by the same procedure as 
the administrators. Again, there were 55 randomly selected and of 
these there were five from each planning district. 
The names of school counselors were obtained from the Oklahoma 
Research Coordinating Unit's mailing list of high school counselors. 
This list included counselors in comprehensive and vocational-technical 
schools. These names were grouped by planning district and five names 
were randomly selected from each district. There were 55 school 
counselors selected as participants. 
The names of teachers were selected in a somewhat different 
manner. The school districts were grouped by planning district. From 
this list five school districts were randomly selected. The Oklahoma 
State Department of Education personnel file was pulled on the 55 ran-
domly selected schools and one high school teacher's name was randomly 
selected from the list on file. This procedure yielded 55 participants 
for the teacher group, five from each of the eleven planning districts. 
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The procedure used f0r 0btaining teachers' names was repeated in 
order to obtain anether list 0f randomly selected teachers. These 
teachers were sent a letter asking them to furnish the name of one high 
school student by the follt>wing criteria: (1) using the grade book, (2) 
use the third roster, and (3) select the eighth name. If they didn't 
have a third roster, they were instructed to use the last one and 
select the eighth name. The teachers were asked to write the name 
and address of the student at the bettom of the letter and return it 
in an enclosed postage-paid return envelope (Appendix B). 
The list of student participants was obtained by an identical but 
separate procedure as used to obtain the parents' names. Since the 
names of the parents were not readily available by this method the 
letters were addressed to: "To the parents 0f. 11 
Every effort was made te keep the sample as ranc;lom and unbiased 
as the investigat0r could see possible. In the participant selection 
process no effort was made to determine if any ef the participants were 
directly invelved in vocatienal and technical education er not. The 
names were chosen just as the rand0m selection pr0cedure dictated and 
by no other criteria ar judgment. In a few instances, twe participants 
were selected from the same school district; this occurred by chance 
due to random selection. 
The Delphi Methad 
The Delphi method is a name that has been applied·to a technique 
used for obtaining a group response ef a panel. It is an erderly, 
planned program ef sequential individual interrogatiens using opinion-
naires. The method was originally used by Rand Corporation as a toel 
for long-range forecasting by experts. It was chosen as a research 
technique in this study in order to get totally unstructured opinions 
from the participants; it was not applied as a forecasting tool. 
In long-range forecasting, everything that is not knowledge may 
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be referred to as speculation. A vast amount of information for which 
there is no solid .evidence is left out. This area may be referred to 
as opinion, and opinion may be referred to as wisdom, insight, informed 
judgement or experience (32). 
Some recent experiments that have been performed by Rand Corpora-
tion indicated that when opinions are involved face-to-face discussion 
may r esult in a group opinion that is less accurate than simply the 
average of the i ndividual opinions without discussion (33). 
Delphi, very popular with industry forecasters, comes under 
severe criticism from Dr o Marvin Cetron, President of Forecasting 
International, Ltd. He says, "Delphi has done m0re harm than good. 
You can't just ask people what they think; if you have nothing to back 
up subjective op i nicm, you end up with garbage." He went on to say 
that "Delphi forecasters have a habit of calling upon the same community 
of people to participate in the forecasts . " 
I ndustry representatives 0n the other hand b0ost Delphi. "It is 
one of the bes t speculative techniques to foresee things that upset 
trends," says Denald Pyke, a former forecaster (34). 
Early Delphi studi es were concerned mainly with improving the 
statistical treatment of individual <:>pinions. Rand Corporation per-
formed an experiment in which general information type questions were 
asked. The questions were thought to have the features ascribable to 
opinion when respondents were asked to answer. The subjects did not 
know the answers but they did have other relevant information that 
enabled them to make estimates. The results can be summarized as 
follows: (35) 
1. 0n the initial. round a wide spread of individual answers 
typically followed; 
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2. With interaction and feedback, the distribution of individual 
respanses progressively narrowed er converged; and 
3. More aften than not, the group response becomes more accurate. 
Reliabilities were found by the split-half technique to range from 
• 4 t0 16. Reliabilities were obtained by computing the correlation 
between subjects' scores on odd and even questions (36). These were 
felt by the experimenter to be high enough ta indicate a reasonable 
amount of consistency in the subjects' relative ability to estimate 
answers te questiens of a general inf0rmati0n type. 
The general Belphi procedure is to ask a selected group of partici-
pants to answer a question in statement ferm. These statements are 
collected by the investigater and combined to eliminate redundancy 
or rewerded for clarity, The revised statements are presented to the 
participants again for their rating fer agreement. The mean responses 
are computed by the investigator and the items are ranked and again 
returned t0 the participants for their agreement of the 0verall rank-
ings. This process is ~ontinued until a group consensus is reached. 
The Delphi procedure used in this study was as fellows: 
L The participants were asked to answer a question with five 
statements. 
2. The statements were reworded and combined by the investigator 
to eliminate redundancy and ambiguity to preduce an opinionnaire. 
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3, A list of revised statements was sent back to the participants 
for their rating of the statements as to importance on an 
,--~ eleven-point continuum scale. 
A mean\ response for• each item was computed and the items were ranked 
as o their importance according to the participants' ratings. 
The Delphi procedure in this study was carried only two rounds 
because it was not the intent of the study to reach a group consensus. 
Instead, it was the purpose to determine by an unstructured and 
unbiased external method a true expression of the participants' per-
ception of the role of vocational and technical education. This was 
a method of letting the people interact with each other without exerting 
any initial influence on one another's opinions; also, this approach 
tended to keep vocational and technical educator's and the investiga-
tor 's biases out of the opinionnaire. 
To get around the face-to-face interaction, which may result in 
a less accurate group opinion, the Delphi is an effective method. The 
basic characteristics of the Delphi procedure are: (1) anonymity, 
(2) iteration with controlled feedback, and (3) statistical group 
r esponse (37). 
Anonymity is achieved by using questionnaires or other formal 
channels of communication where specific responses are not associated 
with individual member groups . This reduces group pressure and 
individual pressure. 
Iteration consists in performing the interaction among members 
of the group in several stages. At the beginning of each stage the 
results of the previous stage are summarized and fed back to members 
of the group and they are again asked to reassess their answers in 
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light of what the entire group th<!>Ught on the previtilus round. The 
epin·ion ef every member is reflected in the group respense, 
The 0pinionnaire 
The questionnaire used fer the survey was developed by using 
the :Delphi technique generated by the randomly selected participants. 
The Belphi technique was chosen because there was no method known that 
would. better represent the input af the sample for this type af study. 
f 
Traditionally, the "Delphi Technique" has been used fer achieving 
a ccmsensus for farecasting by a panel of experts (39.). It is beginning 
to be used mare and m0re to collect opiniens as it was used in this 
study. The pr0cedure to be usecl ta generate an opiniannaire via the 
:Delphi technique is outlinecl in the following paragraphs. 
After the participants had been selected, a letter was sent ta 
them asking for their participation, alang with a question for which 
they were ta submit between one ancl five responses that they felt best 
applied (Appenclix B). The question asked them te> list what they thaught 
the role of vocational and technical education is in Oklahoma. The 
respondents returned these by mail. 
In the next step the investigator reworded or cambined all like 
responses and condensed the list ef statements to eliminate redundancy 
ancl ambiguity to pr0duce the 0pinionnaire. A list ef these revised 
statements was sent back to the participants fer their ratings as to 
how they perceive th'e importance er unimportance of the statements as 
te the rele of. vocatianal and technical education (Appendix C). An 
eleven point cantinuous scale was proyided for the responses to each 
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item; one being mast impertant and eleven being least important. Again, 
this was returned by mail. 
The responses were cambined £0r each item in erder te. give mean 
responses af the ratings an a scale £rem ane ta eleven. The statements 
were then ranked accarding to their arder of importance as determined 
li>y the participants' ratings. The groups' averall ratings were ranked 
and then each individual graup 's ratings a.£ the statements were ranked. 
After the mean. ratings were campute4 and the statements ranked, the data 
was ready £0r·statistical treatment as discussed in the next sectianw 
Statistical Treatment of ]l)ata 
In.order to adequately answer :research questions twe and three, 
the investigater relied en statistical treatment 0£ the·data. These 
questions were asking whether er not there was a difference in the 
rat~gs ef the statements among graups and alsa among the participants 
·, . 
. C!>f the. diffe.rent planning districts. Te accemplish the matching ef 
S·tatistical tests to the characteristics af the data certain underlying 
·assumptions had tQ be met •. Since 0rdinal data was inv0lved, it allowed 
the use of a parametric statistic (39). 
There was a need for testing f0r significant differences between 
means o.f. two er mere groups •. The statistical test used to check this 
differencewas the one-way analysis of variance. Three assumptions that 
were met tQ perform analysis of variance are: (1) the measures within 
each category er suli>greup· must represent randem samples, (2) the vari-
ances within the subgroups are h0I1Wgeneous and n0t significantly differ-
ent ameng themselves~ and (3) the population data frmm· which the subgroup 
samples were drawn is normally distributed. The data met these . 
assumptions. 
In previous years it was censidered that the ane-way analysis ef 
variance was only properly used in experimental studies where all 
groups were rand0mly selected (41). It is n0w acceptable ta use the 
statistic for measuring.the difference among the responses of groups 
on the same measuring instrument. 
The cme-way analysis of variance test was run @n each indiviaual 
statement to test the difference ef response among the groups·and 
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the planning districts. When there was a significant c.tifference among 
the gr0ups or the planning districts the Iluncan's Multiple Range Test 
for Nearly Equal Ns was used to make multiple cemparisons to lecate 
the difference between groups (42). This allewed each group to be 
compared against all ef the 0thers by using already existing data. 
CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTATI@N .· ANll ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
Intrei>duction 
The purpose Gf this s-tudy was to determine parents' , teachers' , 
school board members', school administraters', schoCi>l counselors', and 
students' perceptions of the rCi>les of vocational and technical education 
in Oklahoma. This was accomplished by using the Delphi Technique and 
asking the six mentioned groups what they perceived the role of voca-
tional and technical education te be. The results are presented two 
different ways; first by the groups' rankings of the Delphi statements 
i and second by an. analysis of whether there was a difference. in the mean 
ratings given to these statements by the groups. Chapter Vis deveted 
to the summary, conclusions, recommendations, and implications based 
on the data and analysis presented in this chapter. 
The Participants' Return Rates 
The study initially invQlved 469 persons selected at random. ©f 
these 320 were actually participants in the Belphi study.. The other 
149 were teachers whe were asked to randamly select students' names 
for the parent and student list. Table I shows the results of the 
number of returns for the teachers who were asked ts randomly select 
students-' names for the parent and teacher list. Table II shews the 
returns fer all of the groups participating in the Delphi study. 
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TABLE I 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGES 0F RETURNS 0F TEACHERS 
SELECTING STUDENTS' NAMES F0R PARENT 
AND STUDENT SAMPLE 
Total. 
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Groups N Response Percent 
Teachers Selecting St·udents'' 
Names· for Parent Sample 74 5© 68 
Teachers Se lee.ting Students' 
Names· for Studen-t Sample 75 5@ 67 
0f the 149 teachers asked to sele·ct students' names, a total 0f 
10© replied. A fellow-up letter was sent to those who did not reply 
within ten days after the first request was mailed. 0ut of the total 
149 letters initially mailed, five or 3.3 percent were returned because 
ef wrong addresses. The goal ef this procedure was to ob~ain 55 names 
for the parents' group and 55 names for the students' group to be used 
as Delphi participants. In each case only 50 names were obtained. A 
check was made to determine if the lack of these ten names would bias· 
the findings af the study. The check revealed that·the names received 
were evenly distributed- over the state and that the absence of five 
names in the parent and student groups would not bias the findings. 
Revealed in Table II are the percentages ef. returns far all six 
groups of participants. Of the 32Cl initial participants, 89 completed 
both correspondence sheets one and two. During the course- af the study, 
ten letters were returned because af incarrect addresses. Five of 
these letters were t(j students o.r parents- for whom randomly· selected 
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TABLE II 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGES QF PARTICIPANT RETURNS 
Returns 
Groups Number· 
Sent Correspondence I Correspondence II 
N % N % 
Parents 50 5 10 3 6 
Teachers 55 26 47 15 27 
School Board 
Members 55 23 42 15 27 
School 
Administrators 55 27 49 21 38 
School 
Counsel0rs 55 33 6Q 24 44 
Students SQ 14 28 11 22 
Overall 32Q 128 40 89 28 
teachers were asked to select and return to the investigator. Of the 
100 names of students for the ·parents' and students' groups, this. 
accounted for six percent of the non-respondents. Two correspondence 
sheets number two were returned partially completed and therefore 
unusable·. Three peeple wrote back after receiving c0rrespondence 
sheet number one and expressed their desires to m>t participate. Of 
these three, twe responded negatively and the other saying he appreciated 
being selected but didn't feel he had the time to do the study justice. 
One person, wrote back after receiving c0rrespondence sheet number two 
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and stated he did not feel that his original statements were adequately 
expressed. Five percent of the attrition rate can be attributed to 
wrong addresses and people not desiring to participate. It should also 
be noted that seventy percent of the participants who responded to 
correspondence sheet cme responded to c0rrespondence sheet tw0. 
Results of the Elata Pertaining to Research 
Question Number One 
The data presented in this section is focused upon the o~jective 
0f answering the first research question. 
Research ~uestion Number One 
What are the groups' rankings of the statements of 
4 L, 
perceived roles 0f vocational and technical education? 
' 
In order to satisfy this question, the mean ratings of the statements 
obtained from correspondence sheet two were used. The statements 
were ranked from these ratings in their order of importance in des-
cending order. The lawer the mean scere, the greater the importance 
because the continuum scale on correspondence sheet two ranged from 
1 being most important to 11 being least important. These mean scores 
are listed in Appendix I). 
Each of the six grc:mps' responses were ranked as well as the 
groups' averall responses. Provided in Table III are the rankings of 
statements by group and overall responses. The statements are arranged 
in the table by the groups' overall ranking obtained from the total 
mean :responses. The individual groups' rankings obtained from their 
mean responses are indicated to the left of the overall ranking. 
TABLE III 
OVERALL AND INDIVIDUAL GROUPS' RANKINGS OF THE PERCEIVED 




Statements of Roles 
=-=------,;--·, 
First ~uartile 
62. ·To assist students in learning these skills for which 
they have an interest. 
18. Te teach good work habits and the importance of jobs. 
58. Te furnish job skills and motivating alternatives to 
those persons who don't desire or whe are unable 
financially to attend college. 
39. Te provide experiences which will promote desirable 
personal characteristics, good working habits, per-
sonal pride, and satisfaction in doing a goad job. 
6. To assist students in learning those skills for 
which they have an aptitude. 
49. To help students develop the initiative and dependability 
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Statements of· Roles 
· TABLE III (CONTINUED) 
1. Ta provide technical training for unskilled workers.· 
57. Ta provide students occupaticmal classroom instructi<i>n 
and on-the-job training while in schooL 
40. To provide a sense o.f W<ilrth and achievement to the. less 
capable individual. 
41. Te pravide a program whereby mentally handicapped stu-
dents can be taught s0me skill to becGme self-sufficient 
and improve their self image. 
47. To offer a variety of employment training. opportunities. 
so students may find employment upon high school 
completian. 
19. To provide basic skill training and meet the needs of 
those with fewer abilities so they might become use.ful · 
productive wage earners. 
31. To work closely with business, labor, industry, and the 
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Statements of Roles 
TABLE III (CONTINUED) 
27. To help people feel self-sufficient, self-competent 
and pride in their abilities so they may become 
better employees. 
44. Ta offer each high school student a larger area of 
choice in curriculums. 
59. Ta dignify, upgrade, and improve student and community 
attitudes toward the wark ethic and non-executive 
accupations. 
Second Quartile 
17. To teach skills for lacating, applying for, and 
interviewing for a job. 
54. To provide a student the opportunity to explore 
occupational possibilities. 
53. Ta make education pertinent to poten·tial dropouts and 
offer appo:rtunities to these individuals that will 
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Statements of Roles 
TABLE III (CONTINUED) 
55. To provide skill training for the personnel needs of 
business and industry in the state and surrounding 
states. 
60. To give students information-as to the types of 
job skills, the types of jobs availab:ie, and the 
types of training available to them. 
61. To provide skill training for students after the comple-
tfon of high school. 
23. Ta. provide present and future workers the training 
opportunity to broaden their skills and to increase 
earning pawers. 
15. To provide a backgraund for understanding the need 
for.continuing education and training in the various 
career are-as. 
50. To provide a broader scape of training in job skills 
not already affered by the public schaols because 0f 
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Statements of Roles· 
TABLE III (C@NTINUED) 
32. To provide upgrading af- an individual's skills for 
advancement in present job. 
56.- To strengthen the state's and cammunity's ability to 
attract indust}Y by increasing the available manpower. 
13. 'ro develop a realistic self-understanding regarding 
decisians relative to career chaice in a vocatien that 
they enjoy rather than to be in a jab just for the 
sake af a livelihood. 
20. Ta build attitudes which develop_ self-discipline in 
work, study, and play. 
46. To stress the honarand importance of technical skills 
in preparing for a vocation and a livelihood. 
52. To provide high school dropouts and the unemp·loyed the· 
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Statements af Roles 
TABLE III (C©NTINUED) 
43. To wark harder at changing the attitudes of the general 
public, especially administrators, teachers, students; 
and parents, about vocational-technical education so a 
more balanced quality af students will attend 
vacational-technical training. 
2. To provide training for those people whe are 
especially adaptable to manual arts. 
Third Quartile 
11., Te provide students with education they can use in 
everyday life such as management of time, talents, 
money, and energy and how to werk on a set time 
schedule. 
51. To pravide programs to retrain adults f0r better 
jabs er new jabs as they are created. 
45. Te serve as an integrative factor between technical 
and academic classes ta help make the study of English 
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Statements of Roles 
TABLE III (CONTINUED) 
38. To provide a better understanding af labor and 
management., 
.30. To 'be very strict about vacational-technical pr.agram 
requirements and qualifications for students and 
exercise caution in sending eut graduates who cannot 
do the required work. 
26. To reduce the welfare rolls by helping a person find 
his role in life. 
48. To provide the opp0rtunity through youth organizations 
for students ta deve,lop the leadership potential and 
te become dedicated citizens. 
5. Ta provide skill training in areas that would comple-
ment a college education. 
14 •. Te previde students the epportunity ta learn how to 
run a self-empleyed btu:5iness. 
24. To provide job skills for students needing to earn their 
way through. f.urther schooling, such as college. 
{IJ 
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Statements of Roles 
TABLE III (CONTINUED} 
29. Te pravide extra training for partially trained peGple, 
particularly hospital personnel. 
42. Te provide general education in- the disciplines (English, 
social studies, -and math) that will be needed in -the 
technical and o:ccupational fields. 
3. Ta help students analyze and solve business and 
-economic problems with reasonable -judgment. 
3T. To offer training in phetography, wildlif.e conserva-
tion, engineering, typing, and physical education. 
64. To provide training in the areas of dentistry, 
optometry, and laboratory and x-ray technicians. 
33. Te further skills for those not satisfied with present 
occupations. 
Feurth Quartile 
4. To help individuals- impreve their home environment 
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Statements of Roles 
TABLE III (CONTINUED} 
28. To provide agriculture information and experience that 
will develop a knowledge of the science ef agriculture 
and create and nurture a love of farm life. 
10. Te provide basic homemaking and nutritional skills 
with utilitary purposes. 
7-. To pravide information to students regarding 
financial aid available. 
9. To develop an awareness of responsibility as a 
member of the society and the legal aspects 
c0nnected with these responsibilities. 
8. To provide students with moral training for the 
business world and human relationships. 
36. To offer training in the operation and maintenance 
of commercial transportation carriers. 
21. To give a student a skill which he may use much 
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Statements of Roles 
TABLE III (CONTINUED) 
\. 
65. To provide training in interior and decorative 
structural design. 
63. To provide physical therapy and human rehabilitation 
services for students. 
12. Ta offer opportunities ta fourteen and fifteen 
year olds, as-helpers or aides in various 
occupations. 
35. To affer training in the field af petroleum producticm. 
16. To provide enrichment courses needed for a well-
rounded education and skills that might be used 
creatively for leisure time. 
25. To help break down the comm.on school ideology and the 
practice of a cotmll.(!)neducation for all. 
34. To improve the student's role in athletics for those 
interested in sports. 
22. To be used as a catch-all to rid other classes of 
undesirable students. 
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65 65 65 .... I 65 65 65 65 C'\ .p. 
The ,statements that were ranked in the first quartile from the 
overall mean ratings touch upon several areas. · The statements that 
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fell in this quartile as being the most important express skill training 
as the underlying r0le. The prime difference in these statements deal..-
ing with skill training is in what the purpose for it is. These state ... 
ments stated purposes of skill training for employment up0n high school 
completion, for unskilled w0rk:ers, for students with certain aptitudes, 
for students possessing fewer abilities, for students who have such 
interests, and for students wh0 de not aspire toward a baccalaureate 
degree. The other types 0f statements ranked in the first quartile as 
being most impartant roles consisted of guidance in career choices, 
premoting work hahits, devel0ping positive self concepts, and inspiring 
people tQ be productive in society, Of the sixteen items in the first 
quartile.that were not directly related to the others, statement number 
31, "Ta work cl<i>sely with business, labor, industry, and the community, 
and involve them in the education 0£ pe0p1e," ranked thirteenth. H0w..-
ever, students ranked this item as fifty..-fourth where all other groups 
ranked it in the range fr0m 5.5 to 12.5. 
As previously mentioned many of the statements ranked in. the fourth 
quartile did involve areas o.f specific curriculums. These were in the 
areas of homemaking, petroleum production, transportation, agriculture, 
engineering, outdoers education, architecture, and health careers. One 
statement which was ranked sixty..-fourth dealt with athletics for those 
interested in sports. 
Other statements ranking in the b<!>ttom quartile mentioned such 
things as providing information regarding financial aid available to 
students, job training for early youth employment as aids or helpers 
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er so.they may earn their way threugh cellege, and tG> break dewn the 
cemm0n schoel idealogy and the practice of a cemmoo educatiG>n for all. 
Statement 42, which ranked: forty--fifth, stated that general education 
sh0uld be pr0vided by vocatienal and technical education when needed in 
an occupational field •. 0ne participant's sincerity is questioned because 
he listed the following statement as a role of v0cational and technical 
education, "Ta be used as a catch-all to rid ether classes of undesirable 
students." Absurd as it seunds, attenti011 should be given to the fact 
that several respondents did rate this itemhigher than eleven en the 
c0ntinuum. Hawever, it is encouraging to nG>te this statement's resul-
t;ant ranking was sixty-fifth in all g:reups. 
The statements that were ranked in the secand and third quartile 
generally were of the nature of general education roles. A few state-
ments related to occupatienal training did fall in these quartiles, but 
the more occupational training oriented the·· closer they were- to the' tap 
of the second quartile. And conversely, the more general education 
oriented an.d intangible, the closer they were to the bottom af the 
third. quart-ile. The·statements that ranked in between were aimed at 
self-imprevement, self-understanding. moral responsibility, and 
attitudes. 
As for the perceived roles which ranked in the faurth quartile, 
various areas such as specific curriculums and intangible statements 
were included. These statements do not relate ta the roles ef vocational 
and technical education and all were praperly ranked by the participants 
as being least impartant. Most ef these sixteen statements were ·110ne af 
kind" responses returned on carrespandence sheet number ane. The 
research felt it necessary and obligatory to include these statements 
·' 
in carrespondence sheet numher twe because they did reflect feelings 
of some of the participants, and it, was the purpose of this study to 
gather these feelings and have the particpants evaluate the impertance 
of each perceived role. 
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The follawing is a list of the statements which were ranked as the 
f~ve 1I10St impertant statements hy the greups. The five statements which 
received the highest ranking af impartance by the combined groups were: 
• To assist stuc;lent.s in learning these skills for which they 
have an interest. (Ranked 1) 
• Ta teach goad work habits and the importance of jobs. 
(Ranked 2) 
• Ta furnish·jeh skills and motivating alternatives to those 
persons. whe don't desire or who are unahle financially ta 
attend cmllege. (Ranked 3) 
• To provi<ile experiences which will promete desirable persenal. 
characteristics, goad working habits, personal pride, and· 
satisfaction in doing a gaa<il joh. (Ranked 4) 
• Te assist students in learning those skills for which they 
have an aptitude. (Ranked 5) 
The parent group gave these statements rankings as being the five 
m0st important: 
• Ta teach g@od werk habits and the impertance C!>f jobs. 
(Ranked 2.5) 
• Ta be very strict about vacational-technical pregrams require,.. 
ments and qualificatiens for students and exercise caution 
in sending out graduates who cannet cl:o the required work. 
(Ranked 2.5) 
• Ta 0ffer each high school student a larger area of choice 
in curriculums. (Ranked 2.5) 
To furnish jab skills and mativating alternatives to those 
persons who den' t desire or who are unable financially to 
attend college. (Ranked 2.5) 
The teacher group rated these statements as the most important: 
To provide a s·tudent the oppartunity to explore ; occupational 
possibilities. (Ranked l. 5) 
• To provide· students eccupational classroom instruction anci 
on-the-j.ob training while in school. (Ranked 1.5) 
• Ta develop a realistic self understanding regarding decisions 
relative to career choice in a vocation that they enjoy rather 
than to be in a job just for the sake of a-livelihood. 
(Ranked 3) 
• To previde experiences which willpromate desirable personal 
characteristics, good working habits, persenal pride, and 
satisfaction in doing a geed job. (Ranked 4) 
• To help people feel self;...sufficient, self-competent and 
pride in their abilities so they may become better employees. 
(Ranked 5.5) · 
• Te teach good work ha.bits and the impertance af jobs. 
(Ranked 5.5) 
Scheol board members rated the fellewing statements as bein.g the 
five mast important: 
• To furnish job skills and 111Ciltivating alternatives to those 
persons who don't desire er who are unable financially 
to attend college. (Ranked 1) 
• To provide technical training for unskilled workers. 
(Ranked 2) 
• To assist students in learning those skills for which 
they have an interest. (Ranked 3) 
• To assist students in learning those skills for which 
they have an aptitude. (Ranked 4.5) 
• To provide skill training for the personnel needs of busi-
ness and industry in the state and surrounding states. 
(Ranked 4.5) 
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Sche0l administrators rate'd these statements as the 1110st important: 
• To teach good work habits and the importance of jobs. 
(Ranked 1) · 
• Tohelp studeJ:1.ts develop the initiative and dependability 
te hold down a job. (Ranked. 2) 
• To make. education pertinent to p0tential dropouts and offer 
opportunities to these individuals that will encourage them 
to stay in school through twelve grades. (Ranked 3) . 
• To pr0vide basic skill training and meet the needs of those 
with fewer abilities so they mightbec(!)me useful, productive 
wage earners. (Ranked 5) 
• · To build attitudes which devel0p self-discipline in work, 
study, and play. (Ranked 5) 
• To pr0vide a sense of worth and achievement t0 the less 
capable individual. (Ranked 5) 
Schoel counse,lors rated the f0ll0wing statements as being the six 
m0st important: 
To provide experience which will pr0m0te desirable personal 
characteristics, go0d working habits, personal pride, and 
satis.factien in doing a g<:rnd job. (Ranked 1) 
. To provide technical training for unskilled workers. 
(Ranked 2) 
• Ta work closely with business, labor, industry, and the 
community and invGlve them in the education,of people. 
(Ranked 5.5) 
• To help studen~s develop the initiative and dependability 
ta hold d0wn a job. (Ranked 5. 5) 
• Te provide high school school dropouts and the unemployed 
the opportunity to develC!>p basic skills in order to become 
gainfully employed. (Ranked 5. 5) 
• To assist students in learning those skills for which they 
have an interest. (Ranked 5.5) 
Students rated the following five statements as being the most 
important: 
• To provide technical training for unskilled workers. 
(Ranked 2.5) 
• To make education pertinent t0 p0tential dr0pouts and 
offer opportunities to these individuals that will 
enceurage them t0 stay in school threugh twelve 
grades. (Ranked 2.5) 
• Te provide experiences which will pr0mote desirable per-
sonal characteristics, good working habits, personal prioe 
and satisfaction in doing a good job. (Ranked 2.5) 
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• To offer each high school student a larger area of choice 
in curriculums, (Ranked 4). 
• To of fer a variety 0.f employment training. C!>pportunities 
so students may find emp10yment- upC!>n-higl), school completion. 
(Ranked 5) 
Tied ranks are indicated by mm-integers or by duplicate numbers. 
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This occurrence necessitated the inclusion. of more than five statements· 
as being rated "most important" by some grC!>ups, 
In looking at·the statements above·whichwere ranked as the five 
mest imporant by the graups, several statements were ranked as such by 
mere than ane group. The statement, "To teach good work habits and 
the importance of jobs," was ranked among the five mest impartant 
statements by the cembined group·s, parents, teachers, and school 
administrators. Caunselors, students, and schot!>l board members· all 
ranked "To provide technical training for unskilled workers as being 
most important roles as where the ether groups' rankings ranged fram 
20 ta 34.5. Parents and schaol board members ranked: "To furnish job 
skills and motivating alternatives to those persons who den't desire 
or who are unable financially to attend college" among the top five 
and it ranked third from the combined grt!>ups'·overall ratings. The 
statement which received the most agreement in ranking of importance 
was "To provide experience which will promote desirable personal 
characteristics, goad working habits, personal pride, and satisfaction 
in doing a good jab." Teachers, counselors, students, and.the combined 
groups all ranked it among the top five. Students and parents ranked · 
the statement "To offer each high scheol student a larger area of chC!>ice 
in curriculums" 4.0 and 2.5 respectively. The statement "TC!> assist 
students in learning those skills for which they have an interest," 
was ranked among the top five by c0unsel0rs, schoel board members, and 
the combined groups. The gr(i)ups whQ had the smallest number <ilf agree-
ments amQng the ranking of statements in the five most important were 
scheol administraters and teachers. School board m~ers had the mest 
agreements Qf rankings in the five m0st, impattant statements. 
As an observation af all ef.the statements, the reader might con-
clude that they appear to span the entire spectrum af tetal education 
reles. The statements which did "zere in" en the roles of vecational 
and technical education, in the majerity af instances; did receive the 
highest rankings. Canversely, those statements which least focused on 
this area received the -lowest rankings. However as previously pointed 
out, there are some exceptions. These excep_tic!ms are best seen by 
reviewing Table III since the process of individually describing these 
would be tao invelved and lengthy. The.reason fG>r these discrepancies 
lie in extreme ratings by one or several of the groups. The precess 
of. determining where there were significant differences among groups 
was the purpose of the next section. 
Research Question Number Two 
Is · there any difference among the groups as to their 
perceived roles of vecational and technical education?· 
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Te arrive at an answer for this question, the analysis of variance 
statistical test was performed en each of the sixty-five statements. 
This test pointed out any differences among the groups' mean respanses 
ta each statement. Ta"ble IV indicates the· results of the statistical 
test fer each statement,. at what level the "F" value is significant, and 
if. it is significant at the • ©5 level. In erder to determine precisely 
among which grou~s this difference lies-, the Duncan's Multiple Range 
TABLE IV 
THE RESULTS ©F THE ©NE-WAY ANALYSIS (l)F 
VARIANCE AMONG THE MEAN RATINGS ©F 
THE PARTICIPANTS BY GR<DUPS 
Statement F 
1. Te previde technical training f©r 
unskilled W<i>rkers. 2.97©43* 
2. To pr0vide training for th0se people 
wh0 are especiia.fly adaptall>le t0 
manual arts. 1.4841© 
3. To help students analyze and s0lve 
business and ec0n0mic proll>lems with 
reasenable judgment. 1.3293© 
4. Te help individuals impreve their 
heme envir0nment and the quality 0f 
personal and family life. 1.33636 
5. Te previde skill training in areas 
that would complement a college 
education. 
6. Te assist students in learning those 
skills far which they have an 
1. ©4363 
aptitude. . 8©753 
7. Te previde information to, students 
regarding financial. aid availall>le. 2.59058 
8. T0provide students with moral train-
ing for the business world and human 
relationships. • 34956 
9. Te develop an awareness of respen-
s ibili ty as a member 0f the society 
and the legal aspects cennected 
with these respensihili ties. 1. 44293 
10. To provide basic homemaking and 















TABLE IV ( C0NTINUE1il) 
Statement 
11. Ta pravide students-with education 
they can use in everyday life such 
as management 0.f time, talents , 
money, and energy and h0w t0 work 
F 
Ciln a set time schedule. .12074 
12. Ta effer <i>pp11>rtunities · t0 fourteen 
and fifteen year 0lds as helpers 
ar aides in variaus accupati0il.s. • 63288 
13. To develop a realistic self under-
standing regarding decisions rela-
tive ta career cheicein a v0cation 
that they will enjoy rather than ta 'be 
in ajeb just fer the sake af a 
livelihoed. 1.12339 
14. T0 pravide stucientsthe 0ppertunity 
ta learn haw· t<ii· run a self-empl0yed 
'business. • 3138© 
15. · Te previde a background fer under-
s tanciing the need. for cantinuing 
ecducaticm and· training in the 
various career areas. • 36517 
16. To previd.e enrichment c0urses needed 
fer a well-rounded educatien and 
skills that mi.ght be used creatively 
far leisure time. 3.06036* 
17. Te teach skills fo-r laca ting, apply-
ing f0r, and interviewing for a jab. 1.61023 
18. Te teach geed werk habits and. the 
impartance ef jebs. 1.31960 
19. Ta pravide basic skill training 
and meet the needs of these with 
fewer abilities se they might 















TABLE IV (C©NTINUED) 
Statement 
2E>. Tm builc!l attitudes which develc!>p 
self-c!liscipline in work, stuc!ly, 
and play. 
21. Te give· a stuc!lent a skill which he 
may use much later in life such as 
a second 0ccupatien (perhaps after 
retirement). 
22. To he used as a catch-all tel) rid 
ether classes 0f undesirable 
students. 
23. Te ]>r0vide present and future 
werkers the training opp0rtunity 





increase earning pewers. 1,85765 
24. Te previde job skills fer students· 
needi.ng to earn their way through 
further schec!>ling, such as callege. • 73752 
25. Te help break down the cemmen scheol 
ideelogy and the practice ef a 
ce111100n educatien for all. • 31271 
26. Te reduce the welfare rells hy 
helping a person find his role in 
life. 2.46917 
27. Te help people feel self-sufficient, 
self-cempetent, and pride _in their 
ahilities so they may become better 
empleyees. 
28. Ta previde agriculture inf0rmation. 
ane:1 experience that will devel0p a 
knewleclge.ef the science ef agri'-
culture and create and nurture a 
love of farm life. 
29. Te pravide extra training fer par-



















TABLE IV (C@NTINUED) 
Statement 
3©. Ta be very strict about v0catienal-
technical program requirements and 
qualifications far students and 
exercise caution in sending out 
graduates who cannot d0 the required 
F 
work. 1.43119 
31. To work clesely with business, 
labor, industry, and the c0mmunity 
and involve them in the education 
of people. 1.2863© 
32. To pr0vide upgracling of an individ-
ual's skills for advancement in 
present job. 2.29235 
33. To further skills for these not 
satisfied with present @ccupatiens. 2. 71346 
34. T0 impr0ve the student's r@le in 
athletics fer th0se interested in 
sperts. 
35. Te 0ffer training in the field. of 
petroleum productian. 
36. Ta 0ffer training in the @perati©n 
and maintenance ef commercial tra.ns-
p0rtatien carriers. 
37, T@ offer training in phet0graphy, 
wildlife ccmservati0n, engineering, 
typing, and physical education. 
38. Te p_,r0vicle a better unclerstanding 
of labor and management. 
39. Te provide experiences which will 
premete desirable personal charac-
teristics, geod w0rk habits, per-
sc,mal pride, and satisfacti~n in 





















TABLE IV (C@NTINUED) 
Statement 
40. Te pr0vide a sense ef werth and 
achievement ta the, less capable 
individual. 
41. Te pravide a pregram whereby 
mentally handicapped students can 
be taught t0 bec0me self-
sufficient and impreve 'their 
self image. 
42. Te provide general educatien in 
the disciplines (Englis~, secial 
studies, and math) that will be 
needed in the technical and 
eccupational fields. 
43. To work harder at changing the 
attitudes of the general public, 
especially administratG>rs, teachers, 
students, and parents, about 
vecatienal-technical educatien s0 
a more balanced quality of students 
will attend vacational-techni:cal 
.training. 
44. To offer each high scheel student 
a larger area af choice in 
curriculums. 
45. Te serve as an integrative facter 
between technical and academic 
classes to help make the study 
ef English and math relevant. 
46. To stress the honer and importance 
ef technical skills in preparing 
for a vocatien ancd a livelihoed. 
47. To effer a variety af empleyment 
training appertunities s0 stu-
dents may find empleyment upan 






















TABLE IV (CONTINUED) 
Statement 
48. To pravide the epportuni ty thr0ugh 
youth organizations for students 
te devel<!>p the leadership J:!)0tential 
F 
and ta become dedicated citizens. 1.38©61 
49. To help students devel<i>p the initi-
ative and dependability to hold 
dewn a job. 2.96652* 
5©. To provide a broader scape of 
training in jab skills not already 
offered by the public schools 
because of the financial burden 
on individual districts. 1. 52138 
51. To pravide pr0grams te retrain 
adults for better jobs er new 
jobs as they are created. 3.82426* 
52. Te provide high scheel drepouts 
and the unempleyed the eJ>portunity 
to devel©p basic skills in eraer 
to become gainfully e1Il]>l0yea. 3. 94841* 
53. Te make education J>ertinent ta 
potential drepouts and effer 
Opl!)ortunities to these individuals 
that will encourage them ta stay 
in scho0l thraugh twelve grades. 2.97937* 
54. T0 provide a stuclent the 0J>por-
tunity to explere occul!)atienal 
possibilities. l.1©439 
55. T0 pr0vide skill training for the 
persannel needs of business and 
industry in the state and sur-
reunding stat es. • 47 686 
56. Te strengthen the state's and 
c0mmunity' s ability ta attract 
industry by increasing the 














TABLE IV (C©NTINUEiil) 
Statement 
570 TG pr0vide students 0ccupatiwal 
classroom instruction and on-the-
jeb training while in school. 
58. T0 furnish jab skills and JilCi)ti-
vating alternatives to those 
persons whe a0n' t desire er 
wh0 are unable financially. te 
attend cellege. 
59. Te dignify, upgrade, and improve 
student and cemmunity attitudes 
teward the werk ethic and nan-
executive 0ccupati0ns. 
60. T0 give students informatiti>n 
as t0 the types 0f j 0b skills, 
the types 0f jabs available, and 
the types a.f training available 
ta them. 
61. Ta previde skill training fer 
students after·the completion 
ef high sch00l. 
62. Te assist students in learning 
these skills for which they 
have an interest. 
63. Te prE>vide physical therapy 
ancl. human rehabilitation 
services for students. 
64. Te pravide training in the areas 
of dentistry, eptametry, and 
labaratary and X-ray technicians. 
65. Te provide training in interier 




























Test was applied to the· data where a significant dif.ference ·· was founc;l 
as a result c;tf. the· analysis of variance test. The results of- tlte :IDun-
can's Multiple Range Test are presenteti in Table V. 
It should b·e n0ted that enly schoei>l board members, teachers, 
administrators, and ceunselers were use!i for the ana~ysis of variance. 
tests due to such · a small- number 0£ respondents f·rom the parent and 
student groups.· 
A significant difference.at the .(!)5 level ameng the groups was 
found f0r twelve ef the sixty-five statemen1;:s •. The statements were 
as follows and accempanying each statement is a brief discussion as· 
to where the difference was significant. 
1. "To previde technical training f<!>r unskilled workers." 
The s·chool, beard members and· ceunselors rated this more; important 
than did the ether greups. Teachers saw it as the least important 0f 
the groups and the group mean, ranked it as thirty-second. School 
board members and counselors ranked it as sec0nd. Administrators 
ranked it twentieth. 
16. "Ta previde enrichment c0urs•es needed fo.r a well-
rounded education and skills that might be used 
creatively far leisure.II 
Administraters rated this mare. important than did the other groups. 
Scheol b0ard members rated it as least important c<!>mpared ta the other 
· groups. 
21. "Te give a student a skill which he may use much 
later in life such as a sec·end occupati0n (perhaps 
after retirement}." 
0£ the f0ur greups statistically tested, teachers,, counsel0rs, and 
administrators rated this item significantly higher than ciid schbG>l 
board members. 
8@ 
· TABLE V 
THE RESULTS ©F DUNCAN'S MULTIPLE RANGE TEST F©R 
THE L0CATI0N @F VARIANCE AM©NG THE GR©UPS @N 
THEIR MEAN RATINGS <!>F INI!)IVIDUAL 




Ta previde technical 
training far unskilled 
w0rkers. 
16. TQ provide enrich-
ment ceurses needed 
fer a well-reunded 
educatien and skills 





TQ give a student a 
skill which he may 
use much later in 
life such as a 
secand accupation . 
(perhaps after 
retirement) •. 
Te help people feel 
self-sufficient,- self-
competent,- and pride 
in their abilities 
se they may became 
better empleyees. 
39. Te provide experiences 
which will pr0mote 
desirable character-
istics, goad werk 
habits, personal 
pride, and satisfac-
tion in d0ing a goad 
jab. 
AT THE • ©5 LEVEL 
Graup vs • Greup 








Schoel Baard Members 
vs. Teachers· 
Schoel Board Members 
vs. Ceunselots 
Schaal Beard Members 
vs. Administraters 
School Board Meml>ers 
vs. Counselars 
School Board Meml>ers 
vs. Administrators 
Schaal.Board Members 
vs • Ceunselars · 
















TABLE V (CijNTINUED) 
Statement. Group vs. Group 
4©. Te prC!>vide a sense of . School Board Members 
worth. and achieve- vs. Csuns·elors 
mentte the less School Beard Members 
capable individual. vs. Administraters 
41.. Te werk harder at 
changing the atti-
tudes of the general· 
public, especially 
administrators, 
teachers, . students, 
and parents, abeut 
· vocaticmal-technical 
education so a more 
balanced quality ef 
students will attend 
vecatienal,..technical 
training. 
46. To stress the hanar 
and importance 0,f 





Scheel Beard Members 





Sche::101 Board Members 
vs. Caunselo·rs 
Sch0o'l BC!>ard Members 
preparing for a veca- vs. Administraters 
tien and a livelih@ed. Ceunsel0rs.vs. 
49. Te help students 
develap the ini.tia-
ti ve and de,penda-
bili ty t0 hold. down 
a job. 
51. To provide prC!>grams 
to retrain adults 
for better er new 
jobs as they are 
created. 
Teachers 
Scho0l B0ard Members 
vs. Counselors 






School Beard Members 




























52. To previde high 
school dropouts and 
the unempl0yed the 
apportunity to 
develop basic 
skills in order to 
become gainfully 
employed. 
53. To make education 
pertinent t0 poten-
tial dr0p0uts and 
offer opportunities 
t0 these individuals 
that will encourage 
them ta stay in 
school thraugh 
twelve grad.es. 
TABLE V (C0NTINUED) 
Group vs. Gr<.mp 






School Board Members 
vs. Counselors 

















2 7. "To help people feel self-sufficient, ·s~lf-competent 
and pride in their abilities so they may become 
. better emplti>yees." 
83 
The difference here is a result af the counselC!>rs and administrators 
rating this statement significantly higher than the scho0l board members 
who rated the item of·relatively low impertance. The teachers' rating 
appears to be abeut midrange a100ng the groups·. 
39. "Te previde experiences which will pr0m0te desirable 
personal characteristics, g00d w0rk habits, personal 
pride, and satisfaction in deing a geed job." 
©f the feur.greups, counselG>rs and aciministraters rated this item 
significantly higher than cdid the school board members. The ether 
greups rated it·somewhat the same which gave it.an overall mean of 
2. G9 and an overall ranking <i>f f0urth. Scheel board members rated 
it 3.85 which ranked it eighteenth in their grC!>up. 
4©. "To provide a sense 0f worth and achievement: te the 
less capable· individual." 
There was a wide rangea100ng the groups' ratings ef this statement. 
The counselors' and administrat0rs' ratings differ significantly from 
the teachers' and schei>ol baard members'. The ceunsel@rs and ad.minis-
trators rated the statement 2.35 and 2.58 respectively where the 
teachers rated it 4.5© and the school board members, 4.23. The adminis-
traters and counselors rated previding a sense of werth and achievement 
r 
to the less capable as being a m0re impertant rele than did teachers 
and school b0ard members. This statement has an everall ranking af 
ninth. 
43. "To work harder at changing the attitudes 0f the 
· general public, especially administraters, teachers, 
students, and parents, ab0ut vecational and technical 
educati<i>n sa a mere ba·lanced quality 0f student·s will 
attend v0cational and technical training." 
84 
C0unselors and schoal board members were the groups which rated 
this statement mere important. Caunselors rated this item as 2.8@ 
where schoel beard members, teachers, and administrators rated it 5.08, 
5.67, and 4.42 res-pectively. The teachers felt this item to be 0f 
least impertance of the feur graups. (!)verall the statement ranked-
thirty-secend. 
46. "Te stress the haner and impertance 0f technical skills 
in preparing for a vecatien and a livelihoed." 
The significant difference for this item was among thescho(!)l beard 
members an-d ceunselors (5. 15 vs. 2. 5©) , schoal board members and adminis-
trators (5.15 vs. 3.68), and teachers and ceunsel<:>rs (4.75 vs. 3.68). 
The school beard members and teachers see this item ef least importance 
as compared to administraters' and caunselors' ratings ef high impertance. 
49. "To help students deve,lep the·· initiative and depend-
a.bili ty ta hold dawn a jab. " 
Table V reveals four differences among the groups' ratings •. As 
with item 46, the administrators and caunselors rated this s-tatement 
significantly more imp0rtant than did the scheol beard members and 
teachers. The means ranged fram. 1. 95 fer administratars te 5. 0(!) far 
school beard members. 
51. "To pr0vide programs to retrain adults for better 0r 
new jobs." 
Teachers. felt this statement to be significantly less important· 
than dilli the 0ther three groups.- The teachers' ranking fer this time 
was 32 as compared ta a range of 5.5 te 13.5 by the other groups. An 
interesting abservatien is that parents and students (even thaugh they 
are nat included in this analysis) appeared to agree with the teachers' 
rating. 
52. "To pr0vide high school dropc,uts and the unemplcl>yed 
the opp0rtunity to develap basic. skills in c;,rder 
t0 become gainfully emplli>yed.l' 
85 
This item received an 0verall mean rating of 3.930 and an overall 
ranking of thirty-first. A significant difference was found t0 exist 
am0ng the schoel beard members and teachers (3.46 vs. 4.67), adminis-
traters and teachers (2.80 vs. 4.67), and ceunselors and teachers 
(2.30 vs. 4.67). Teachers 0bviously did not feel that skill training 
for drepauts and the unempl<!>yed is as impartant as did the other three 
groups. 
53. "To make education pertinent: ta patential drepouts and 
offer epportunities t0 these individuals that will 
encourage them ta stay in school through twelve 
grades." 
Counselers and administratars rated this item si~nificantly higher 
than did school beard members and.teachers. 
Research Questfan· Number Three, 
Is there any di£ ferenceS· ameng participants grouped· 
by planning districts as to their perceived reles 0f vaca-
tienal and technical education? 
To arrive at an answer for this question the data was grouped by 
planning districts and statistically treated in the same manner as for 
research question number two. Table VI reveals the results of the 
analysis of variance tests fer each item, and indicates for which 
statements there were significant differences (at the .05 level) in 
mean ratings aI110ng planning districts·. The· ]l)uncan' s Multiple Range 
test was performed ta determine the lecation of these differences, but 
the table .af results- for. this test is net included in this text due to 
its extreme length. Hewever, the differences will be- discussed in the 
TABLE VI 
THE RESULTS.©F THE ©NE-WAY ANALYSIS ©F 
VARIANCE AM@NG THE MEAN RATINGS ©F 
THE PARTICIPANTS BY PLANNING 
DISTRICTS 
Statement F 
1. Te previde technical training fer 
unskilled workers. (2.8376 
2. Te previde training for these pe0ple 
who are especially adaptable te 
manual arts. .56395 
3. Te help students analyze and salve 
business. and econemic preblems with 
reasanable judgment. 
4. Te help in<'ii vi duals impr0ve their · · 
hame enviranment and the quality of 
persanal and family life. l.5©514 
5. Ta previde skill training in areas 
that wauld complement a cGlle,ge 
eclucation. 
6. Te assist students in learning those 
skills far which they have an 
1. 72731 
aptitude. .81339 
7. Te pravicl.e information ta stucl.ents 
regarcl.ing financial aid available. .76528 
8. Ta previde stuaents with meral train-
ing for the business warld and human 
relationships. • 57580 
9. Te develop an awareness af respon-
sibility as a member 0£ the seciety 
anel the legal aspectf? "cennected 
-·with these respansibilities. • 99519 
l©. Te pravide basic homemaking ancl 
nutritienal skills with utilitary 















TABLE VI (C©NTINUEE>) 
Statement 
11. Te pr0vilde students with education 
they can use in everyday life such 
as management ef time, talents, 
maney, and energy and. how ta wark 
F 
an a set time schedule. 1.346©3 
12. Te effer <i>pp0rtunities t0 feurteen. 
and fifteen year alds as helpers 
er aides in vari0us 0ccupati0ns.. l. 22©79 
13. T0 d.evelep a realistic self under-
standing regarding decisi0ns rela-
tive te career cheice in a vocatian 
that they enj0y rather than ta be 
in a jab just fer the sake ef a 
livelihead. .85154 
14. T0 previde students the eppertunity 
ta learn hew ta run a self-empbyed 
business. .23923 
15. Te pr0vide a background fer under-
standing the need for c0t1tinuing 
educatien anc:1. training in the 
various career areas. 1. (!)5894 
16. Tm previde enrichment ceurses needed 
fer a well-reunded educati0n ancd 
skills that might be used creatively 
for leisure time. 1.73673 
17. T0 teach skills for lacating, apply-
ing f0r, and interviewing fcDr a j0'h,. l.©5167 
180 Ta teach goad w0rk habits and the 
impertance af jabs. 
19. Te pravide basic skill training 
and meet the needs ef these with 
fewer abilities se they might 

















TABLE VI (C©NTINUED) 
Statement 
2©. T0 l!,uild attitudes which develap 
self-discipline in werk, stuciy 
anci play. 
21. Te give a student a skill which he 
may use much later in life such as 
a second accupation (perhaps after 
retirement). 
22. Ta be used as a catch-all to rid 
ether classes of undesirable 
students. 
23. To previde present and future 
workers the training opportunity 
ta breaden their skills and to 
increase earning powers. 
24. Te pravide jab skills fer students 






further schoeling, such as callege. .798©© 
25. Te help break down the cemmon school 
ideology and the practice of a 
common education fer all. 1.9873©* 
26. T0 reduce the welfare rells by 
helping a persen find his role in 
life. · .66©34 
27. To help people feel self-sufficient, 
self-cempetent, and pride in their 
abilities so they may become better 
empleyees. 
28. Te pravide agriculture infermation 
and experience that will develop a 
knowledge of the science ©f agri-
culture and create and nurture a 
l. 27466 
love of farm life. 1.8562 
29. To provide extra training for parti-
ally trained peaple, particularly 















TABLE VI (CONTINUEB) 
Stat•nt· 
3©. T© be very strict abaut v0caticmal-
technical· pr0gram requirementsancil 
cqualificatians for stualents and 
exercise cauti0n in sending aut 
graduates wh0 cannat de the required 
F 
werk. .75728 
31. Ta wark cl0sely with business, 
lab er, incl us try, and the cammuni ty 
and invelve them in the education 
ef. peeple. .89226 
32. Te provide upgrading af an indivial-
ual' s skills far advancement in 
present jab. 1.51843 
33. Ta further skills far those net 
satisfied with present eccupatians. 
34. Ta impreve the student's role in 
athle~ics fer these interested in 
sparts. 
35. Ta 0ffer training in the field of 
petraleum producti00. 
36. To affer training in the aperatian 
and maintenance af commercial trans-
partation carriers. 
37. Te offer training in phot0graphy, 
wilcUife canservatfon, engineering, 
typing, and physical educatien. 
38. Te provide a better understanding 
c;,f labar and management. 
39. Ta pr0vide experiences which will 
premote desirable personal charac-
teristics, gaad wark habits, per-
sanal pride, and satisfacti0n in 






















TABLE VI (C©NTINUE]!)) 
Statement 
4©. To provide a.sense ef worth and 
achievement tc!> the less capable 
individual. 
41. Te previde a program whereby 
mentally handicapped students can 
be taught ta became self-
sufficient and imprave their 
self image, 
42. Te previde general educati0n•in 
the disciplines (English, secial 
studies, and math} that will be 
needed in the technical and 
eccupatienal fields. 
43. Te werk harder at changing the 
attitudes- of the general public, 
especially administratti>rs, teachers, 
students, and parents, about 
vecational-technical education so a 
more balanced quality ef students 
will attend vecational-technical 
training. 
44. Te effer each high sch0ol student 
a larger area of choice in 
curriculums. 
45. Te serve as an integrative factar 
between technical and academic 
classes to help make the study 
ef English and math relevant. 
46. To stress the honer and importance 
ef technical skills in preparing 
for a vecatien and a liveliheod. 
47. To effer a variety of employment 
training appertunit-ies so stu-
dents may find empleyment upon 






















TABLE VI (C@NTINUEJl)) 
Statement 
48. TG provide the 0pportunity thr0ugh 
· yauth arganizations for students· 
ta develap the leadership potential 
F 
and te · 'hecC!>1De dedicated c:t.tizens. • 99336 
49. TC!> help students develop the initia-
tive and dependability ta holci 
dawn a jC!>b. .59313 
5©.. T0 provide a br0ader scope 0f train-
ing in jab, skills nat already 
affered by the public schoels 
because of the financial burElen 
en individual districts. .53973 
51. Te pravide programs ta retrain 
acl.ults f0r better jobs er new 
jobs as they are created. .4©667 
52. Tm previde high schoal dropauts 
and the unempbyed the apportunity 
ta develap basic skills in erder 
te became gainfully emplayed. .51043 
53. Te make educatiE>n pertinent te 
patential drapeuts and offer 
0pportunities t0 these individuals 
that will encourage them to stay 
in sch0ol thraugh twelve grades. .86905 
54. Ta pravide a student the 0pp0r-
tuni ty ta explare eccupaticmal . 
possibilities. • 76771 
55. Te provide skill training fer the 
persennel needs af business and 
industry in the state and sur-
rounding states. 1.52202 
56. Te strengthen the state's and 
community's ability ta attract 
industryby increasing the 














TABLE VI (C©NTINUED) 
Statement 
57. Ta pravide students accupati0nal 
classreem instructian and·en-the-
jeb training while in schoel. 
58. l'a furnish jab skills· and mCDti-
vating alternatives ta those 
persons who d0n't desire or whe 
are unable financially te attend 
callege. 
59 •. Te dignify, upgrade, and improve 
student and c0mmunity attitudes 
taward the werk ethic and nan-
executive 0ccupatians. 
6©. Ta give students infarmatian 
as to the types of j(!)b skills, 
the types of JC!>bs available, and 
the types af training available 
ta them. 
61. Te pr0vide skill training for 
students after the completi0n 
ef high schaC!ll. 
62. Ta assist students in learning 
these skills fer which they 
have an interest. 
63. Te pr0vide physical therapy 
and human rehabilitatian 
services fer students. 
64. Ta pravide training in the areas 
af dentistry, ept0metry, and 
laboratary and X-ray technicians. 
65. Te previde training in interior 
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narrative pertaining to each of the three statements where a significant 
11F'' value was obtained. 
21. "To give a student a skill which he may use much later 
in life such as a second occupation. 11 
This statement can be recognized as a non-significant rale of 
vocational and technical educatien. Therewere same differences in the 
respense ratings by planning districts. These differences were found 
t0 exist among planning districts five, East Central, and eleven, 
Northwest, which rated the statement 3.©© and 4.25 res{!)ectively. The 
gross difference was between these two groups and district six, Tulsa 
SMSA, which rated it 8.57 and district three, Seutheast, which rated 
the item 7.29. The remaining districts rated this statement in the 
range of 5.83 and 8.57. 
22. "Te be used as a catch-all to rid other classes of 
undesirable students." 
This statement was rated as least impertant by all of the six 
groups. However, the analysis of variance test by planning districts 
· revealed that districts f0ur, S0uth Central, and eleven; Northwest, 
rated this statement significantly different, more impertant, from the 
means 0£ the other gr0ups, 5.9 and 6.5 respectively. The vast differ-
ence oDccut'red among these districts and district six, Tulsa SMSA, 
district seven, North Central, and district eight, ©klahoma City SMSA, 
which had ratings of 11.00, 11.00 and l@.l© respectively. The ether 
districts rated this item between 9.29 and 11.00. 
25. "T0 help break down the c0mmon school ideology and the 
practice of a common education for all." 
The results of the Duncan's Multiple Range Test indicates that 
the significant differences lie among district three, Southeast, and 
district four, South Central, which gave ratings higher in importance 
than the 0ther districts. 
94 
As compendium to these findings, it sh0uld be painted out that the 
planning districts as a whole appear te be hom0gene0us in their percep-
tiens as to the roles of vocational and technical education. The 
significant differences found were net ameng similar or pertinent 
statements. quite conversely, in the researcher's opinion, the differ-
ences existed among statements of little importance as to the role of 
v0cational and technical educatfon. The only obvious ccmsistency with 
regard to ratings was districts eleven and six which rated the state-
ments significantly different in tw0 of the cases. 
Summary 
This chapter presented the data and the analysis of the data. 
It was found that.the statements which were ·concerned with skill train-
ing cilnd wark values generally received a higher ranking of importance 
than did the remainder ef the Delphi statements in other categeries. 
The statements regarding specific curriculums received the lewest 
overall ratings. The statements in which meaning was net manifest 
fell in the middle two quartiles. 
The statistical tests revealed that for twelve of the sixty-five 
statements a significant difference did exist ameng the groups' ratings 
ef the. statements. The immense differences were present among the 
administra.tors' and counselors' mean ratings versus the schoal board 
members' and teachers' • Regretably there were insufficient parents 
and students respanding to cerrespondence sheets one and two to include 
their input in the statistical analysis of the data. 
95 
Ccmcerning the question 0f whether (j)r not there was a s.ignificant 
difference among the participants' respcmses of the different planning 
districts, it was found that 0nly three statements were rated signifi-
cantly different. These statements did not contain any significant 
p0stulates relating t0 the r0le of vocaticmal and technical educati0n •. 
( 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, C©NCLUSI©NS, AND REC©MMENDATI©NS 
Summary 
The purpose of this study was, first, to determine the roles of 
vecaticmal and technical education as perceived by parents, teachers, 
school board members, schoal administrators, school counselors, and 
students; and secend, ta determine if there was any difference among 
the groups' ratings.as to these perceived roles. The E>elphi Technique 
was utilized ta solicit the various perceptions ef the selected partici-
pants and to acquire their ratings of· perceived importance of these 
statements. To fulfill this purpose the follow.ing three research 
questions were formulated and acknowledged. 
Research Question.Number ©ne was: "What are·the groups' rankings 
ef the statements of perceived roles of vacaticmal and technical 
;;, 
education?" The statements which were concerned with skill training 
and work values generally received a higher ranking of importance than 
did the r~mainder'of the statements. The statements invalving specific 
curriculums received the lawest everall rankings. The statements·in 
which meaning was not as ma~'-ifest fell in the middle two quartiles. 
! ', . .._ 
The first quartile appears ta reflect the already assumed purpese 
of vocational and technical education as found in the review of litera-
ture. Vocational and technical education has 'been established by sacial 
and cultural influences evolving frem an industrial society; with a 
96 
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complex value dGmain concerning the necessity of w0rk. The underlying 
purp0se for· vocational and technical education which emerges is 0ccupa-
tional training in preparation for, entry int0 johs requiring less than 
a baccalaureate degree. It is noted that an element 0£ awareness is 
presented by the participants' c0ncerns over (1) status a.f diff.erent 
occupati<l>ns, (2) training of. the less-advantaged, and (3) career 
decision making skills. There was a tendency (perhaps it is a percep-
tual bias of this researcher) for the participants te indicate that 
vocati0nal and technical educaticm is far those of a "lower origin" 
than themselves. 
It sheuld alse be mentioned that £ram examining the statements in 
respect te the students' rankings that the students did not appear to 
view vocational and technical education as a means to a liveliheed for 
themselves er that w0rkvalues were an imp0rtant rale. Yet, that is 
merely a percepti0n of the researcher based upan the cognitive assimi-
latien af the data. Hawever, in examining similar items, it can be 
seen that the students' responses. are net consistent. 
Research (luestian Number Twa asks: "Is there any difference among 
the g:r0ups as to their perceived reles ef vecational and technical 
$_. 
educatien? The tests revealed that for twelve ··a.f the sixty-five state-
ments, or appraximately twenty percent, a significant difference did 
exist among the groups' ratings af the statements. The immense 
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differences were present ameng the administratars' and counselers' mean 
ratings versus the schoel beard members' and teachers'. There were 
insufficient parents and students whe resp0nded ta cerrespendence sheet 
two ta include them in the statistical analysis- af the· data cancerning 
this question. 
Several results ef the analysis should be mentianed concerning the 
differences amang the groups' ratings. First, administraters seem to 
perceive vocational and technical education as, a way to round eut the 
t0tal educational institution and previde education for all individuals, 
especially the less-advantaged. They de net necessarily ~eel that 
accupational education, c0gnitive and psych0mot0r instructi011, is any 
more 0f an imp0rtant r0le of vocatfonal and technical education than 
value disciplining·er affective instructian. Second, caunselers' 
perceptions of the rele ef vecational and technical education appear 
to be scattered. They feel strongly ab0ut certain skill training for 
special greups and have contrasting feeling abeut similar statements 
cencerning occupational education. Their respenses form an up and down 
type pattern on similar statements where they might be expected to be 
censistent. Third, teachers generally did not deviate from the mean 
toe much. In very few instances did they fall out side the middle of 
the means range. However, the statements which they did rate signifi-
cantly differ~nt were in the ~:reas of skill training and they did not 
see it as an impertant rele as did the 0ther groups. Their absence 
of differences makes their middle 0f the range respenses conspicuous 
and suspect of lacking strong epinien concerning vecational and technical 
education. F<!>urth, school board members did differ from the other groups 
in their ratings en numeraus statements. They appear to be more 0riented 
taward the real world af werk· and perceive the roles ef v0cational 
and technical education as being a link between sch0ol and work in 
providing training ta students for j0bs and real w:atk values. 
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Reeearch Question Number Three inquired: "Is the~e any difference 
among the participants grouped by planning districts as tC!> their· per-
ceived roles of vocatienal and technical education?" There were cmly 
three statements which involved any significant difference among the 
responses by planning districts... These statements did no:t cantain 
any significant p0stulates relating to the reles a-f vecational and 
technical education. The differences that were significant lie 
between those districts where VCi>cat-ienaland technical educatien 
was sparse and the remaining districts. 
CanclusiC!>ns 
l. Based on the· data analyzed for· Research Quest·ion Number ©ne, 
the conclusien might be reached that the statements mentiening 
work values, training and skill training were ranked mast 
impertant by the groups. The researcher concludes the groups 
did associate vocati~nal and technical educati0n with .. the 
teaching of occupational skills and work values. · 
·2. The data analyzed fer Research Question Number Two indicates 
a difference in how scho0l · board members, teachers, counselors, . 
and administraters perceive the roles of v0cational and 
technical eduaatien. The conclus~on appears ta be very just 
when considering the perceptual bases from which these groups 
draw their opiniens. 
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3. The participants' perceptions of the roles of vocational and 
technical education are·not aligned with those of professional 
vocational and technical education or the state and federal 
mandates. Even though this study did not purport to compare 
or necessarily evaluate the participants' perceptions with 
the established roles of vocational and technical educatien, 
this observation cannot be divorced from the findings of the 
study. 
4. The paramount overall role of vocational and technical educa-
tion. statement 62, focused on assisting students in learning 
those skills for which they have an interest. The secend 
most important role, statement 18, concerned teaching good 
work habits and the importance of jobs; and the third, state-
_ment 58, dealt with furnishing job skills and metivating 
alternatives to those persons who da not desire or who are 
unable financially to attend college. 
5. Another conclusion based on the results of Research Question 
Number Two is that administrators perceive the role of voca-
tional and technical education is to. balance out the total 
educational scheme ta fill in the voids. Counselors were 
inconsistent in their perceptions as to the roles of vocatienal 
and technical education. Teachers are equidistant in their 
ratings as to their perceptions of vocational and technical 
education when compared to the 0ther groµps. School board 
members perceive yocational and technical education's roles 
in a more realistic light as being an orientation and prepara-, 
tion towards the world of work. 
un 
6. The sample of parents and students, even th0ugh tom small ta 
statistically test against the other greups, did rate the 
statements generally, different fram the ether graups. · Their 
ratings of impertance· appear tci> be in the areas of expanded. 
offerings af curriculums and specific curriculums •. Perhaps 
their respartses ·. imply that vocational and technical education 
is far someone else and n0t them •. It shauld be noted that this 
is the. researchers' 0pinian. 
7. Schaal boarci members ranked the statements cance·rning occupa-
tianal training and wark values as being m0re. important than 
aid the other groups. 
8. Caunselors were consistent in their ratings 0f career choice 
type statements as having high impertance. They alsa per-
ceived occupation~i training as being an impertant rale of 
vocational and technical education. 
9. Teachers rated the statements regarding on-the-job training and 
opportunities ta expler,e occupational possibilities as important 
roles ef vocatienal and technical education. ©ther statements 
they perceived as imp0rtant cencerned general attitudes, career 
decisions, and work attitudes. 
10. Administraters.tend tC!> perceive vocational and technical educa-
tien as· a segment of the tetal educational precess. They rated 
statements important which conveyed the thought that vocational 
and technical educatfon is mainly for greups who de~ire or need 
.less than a college degree so they may be productive.· They alse 
felt that the reles of vocatienal and technical education sheuld 
be parallel to those of general education in social and cul-
tural . tr'aintng. 
1(1)2 
11; Based, 0n the data analy,zed fer Research Questi0n Number Three 
it appears that- there are rie truly si·gnifi·cant differences-
a1110ng the participants across the state as te their perceptiens 
of the rele ef. vocational and technical education. The differ-
ences that did arise were trival and p(!)ssi'bly the result of 
the distri·cts ratings in areas where vocatienal. and technical 
education is cencentrated er the areas where it is sparse or 
non-existent. 
12. The statements returned (!)n cerrespondence sheet number ene 
that were outside theparameters-0f the study were ranked 
among the lewest in impertance in ref!!pense tCil correspondence 
sheet number tWCl>. 
Recommendations 
L The- findings and cCDnclusions of this study should be distri-
buted to planners, d.ecisionmakers, teacher educators, and 
public relatiens personnel for vecatienal and technical 
educatian. 
2. A parallel study sheuld. be dane with the same epi._niennaire 
as generated by.this study and asking expert vocatienal-and 
technical educators to respond. The tw0 data sets should. 
then be cCl>mpared to determine· exactly where the perceptual 
incengruencies-exist. 
3. There should be an attempt ta better educate parents, teachers, 
schCDel board members, counselers, administraters, and students 
as ta the reles of vecational and technical educatiCiln as eut-





If another study C!lther than the 0ne recemmended above is. con-
ducted, it is suggested that the apiniennaire be revised 
and validated in ord.er te eliminate redundancy. 
It is recemm.ended that an attempt be made ta gather a more 
representative sample of the parents and students perceived 
roles of vocaticmal and technical education using the opinion-
naire generated by this study but with a different randomly 
selected sample. 
6. Based on the return rates fer the parents and students it is 
the judgment of this researcher that a different strategy 
for the mail-auts used in. this Belphi Technique would be be.tter 
to gather epinians fram these types af grG>ups. The limited 
responses for '!:lath raund ane and two af these groups were 
valid and very usal:lle, but an increased return rate would have 
been mG>re desirable. 
Implicatisns 
The results af the participants' stated perceptions ef the 
reles of vocational and technical: ecducation indicate that they do not 
clearly understand the true rales. of vocatienal and technical educati·G>n. 
Each respond.ing group l<!loks at vocational and technical educatien frem 
a slightly different point of view. The results also are enlightening 
in regarding the fact that mast areas of educatien are looked upon 
fram a general education philesephy. These ideologies became quite 
interwaven into' the bases upen which perceptians as ta the rale of.. 
vacational and technical educatian are·formulated. The participants 
apparently had a limited exp0sure to vacational and technical educatian 
because they did not appear to have a firm grasp as to the concept. 
The wide variety of statements ebtained from correspondence' sheet 
one is speculated to be the ·result of-_ the heten>geneeus groups 
participating. JDelphi studies are mere accurate in reflecting con-
ferming opinions f o-r h0m0gene0us groups·. 
l(!l4 
After reviewing the results of this study, it is the.researcher's 
0pinion that the peaple directly involved in _education at the secondary 
level de not understand vocati0nal and technical education's goals, 
roles, and objectives. They still maintain the old stereotype views 
af it as being schooling fo-r the individual of a "lesser origin," that 
a college degree is the ultimate gaal, and that those who cannot 
achieve the ultimate goal sheuld settle fer second best, "vacaticmal and 
technical education .• " 
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9D [E rn rn OKLAHOMA STATE OEPARIMINT OF VOCATIOIIAL ANO TECHNICAL EOOCATION 
FRANCIS TUTTLE, DIRECTOR • 111111 WEST SIXTH AVE., • STILLWATER, OKLAHOMA 74074 • A.C. (40111 377·2000 
In cooperation with the Oklahoma State Department of Vocational and Technical 
Education, I am currently conducting a research study. The purpose is to determine people's 
perception as to the role of vocational-technical education in Oklahoma today. We are 
surveying 55 people in each of the following six groups: school board members, school 
administrators, school counselors, school teachers, high school students, and parents of 
high school students. 
You have been selected to represent one of these groups and we would like to invite 
your participation. Your input is valuable and will be of great benefit to this study and 
to vocational-technical education. We are asking for only eight to ten minutes of your 
time in order to get an expression of your feelings. 
The Delphi technique has been chosen as the method to be used in obtaining your 
perceptions as to the role of vocational-technical education. This technique, which builds 
on informed, sound judgment, obtains opinions from and allows interaction among persons 
without bringing them together. This study will require three mailings spaced approximately 







Requests that yl,u list five statements or areas that you feel are 
roles of vocational-technical education in Oklahoma. 
A list of statements will be compiled from the participants' 
responses to Correspondence No. 1 and mailed back to you. Each 
person will be asked to rate the importance of each item as a 
role of vocational-technical education. 
The average rankings of each item by the participants will be 
compiled from responses to correspondence #2. A second list, 
ranking items in order of importance, will be sent to you as 
correspondence #3. You will be asked to make changes in the 
order of the list together with reasons for making the changes, 
or to agree with the order as listed. 
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From the response obtained in Step 3, a final priority list of roles for vocational-technical 
education will be incorporated into the total information process for Oklahoma's State 
Department of Vocational and Technical Education. 
We hope you will agree to participate with us in this effort of obtaining valuable 
information needed for decision making to provide a well-rounded education to all of 
Oklahoma's citizens. If you are willing to assist us, please complete the attached instrument 
and return it in the enclosed self-addressed, stamped envelope. Thank you very much 
for your assistance. 
Sincerely, 
Rick Brooks 
Graduate Research Assistant 
Enclosure 
RB/XCU-01/13 
1 L 2 
THE PERCEIVED ROLES OF VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL EDUCATION STUDY 
State Department of Vocational and Technical Education 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 
Correspondence Sheet No. 
(Please return immediately in enclosed envelope, time is essential for the proper 
coordination of this study.) 
Please list up to five statements or areas that you feel describe the role of 
Vocational-Technical Education in Oklahoma today. 
EXAMPLE: A possible .statement might be "To offer opportunities to explore a variety 
of occupational possibilities." 
OR 
"To provide skill training for the needs of business and industry in the 
state." 








~ [] rn rn OKlAHOMA STATE IIEPAIITMEIIT OF VOCATIONAL ANO TECHNICAL EDJCATION 
FRANCIS TUTTLE , DIRECTOR • 111111 WEST SIXTH AVE., • STILLWATER , OKLAHOMA 74074 • A.C. (40111 377•2000 
In cooperation with the Oklahoma State Department of Vocational and Technical Education, I am 
currently conducting a research study. The purpose is to determine the people's perception as to the 
role of vocational-technical education in Oklahoma today. We are surveying 55 people in each of the 
following six groups: school board members, school administrators, school . counselors, school teachers, 
high school students, and parents of high school students. 
Here is where you come in. Your help is needed in selecting students for our samples. We would like 
for you to return to us the name and home mailing address of one student selected as specified below: 
Please use your grade book and : 
1. Use the third roster, 
2. Select the 8th name, 
3. If you don't have a third roster, use the 
last one and select the 8th name. 
Please write that name on the bottom of this letter and return it in the enclosed postage paid envelope. 
Thank you, we appreciate your time and efforts in helping us conduct this study. 
Sincerely, 
Rick Brooks 
P.S. All information will be grouped so that confidentiality will be maintained. 
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Teachers Who Were Asked to Select Students for Research Sample 
Rick Brooks, Graduate Research Assistant, Research, Planning, and 
Evaluation 
Letter Soliciting Names of Students for Research Project 
A short time ago (April 17), we mailed to you a letter asking for your help in obtaining 
names of students for a research project which we are conducting. This memorandum 
is to remind you that this information is very valuable to us and is almost impossible 
to get without your help. 
Your participation will be greatly appreciated. If you have not already done so, please 
fill out the enclosed form and return it immediately in the enclosed envelope. 
This. information is needed before the remainder of the project can proceed. Thank you 
for your cooperation. 
RB/XDB-02/17 
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Rick Brooks, Graduate RElsearch Assistant 
DELPHI Correspondence Number Two 
A short time ago we mailed you correspondence sheet number two for your rating of 
the roles of vocational-technical education (DELPHI technique). This memorandum is to 
remind you that this information is very valuable to us and your participation is important. 
If you have not already done so, please fill out the enclosed correspondence sheet and 





rn rn rn OKLAHOMA STATE DEPARTMENT OF VOCATIONAi. ANO TECHNICAL EOOCATION 
FRANCIS TUTTLE, DIRECTOR • 1616 WEST SIXTH AVE., • STILLWATER, OKLAHOMA 74074 • A.C. (4061 377•2000 
Thank you for completing correspondence questionnaire #1. Your response was excellent 
and we appreciate the statements you furnished. We hope you will continue your assistance 
by completing correspondence sheet #2, .which is attached. · 
It contains the major concepts that were identified from your suggestions in response 
to the first questionnaire (correspondence sheet #1). As anticipated, we came up with 
a number of important statements concerning the group's perceived role of vocational 
and technical education in the state of Oklahoma. In order that we can determine the 
most important factors, we are asking you to rate them on an eleven point continuum 
scale. 
The statements will be analyzed acco~ding to the way you rate them, and from these 
rankings, we hope to gain some insight as to which roles the group feels are most important 
and least important. These statements will be ranked from your ratings in the order of 
most importance to. least importance. Therefore, consider carefully all statements and give 
each orie some thought as to how you feel about their importance to you. 
Please complete the attached questionnaire and enclose it in the self-addressed, postage-paid, 
return envelope as soon as possible. Again, let me thank you for giving us your time 
and attention. Your response is greatly appreciated and is important to the completion 
of this research study. 
Sincerely, 
Rick Brooks, Graduate Assistant 




CORRESPONDENCE. SHEET NO. 2 
(To be returned in postage paid envelope) 
119 
Below--_are the statements (from Correspondence Sheet No. 1) that you and others listed as your perceptions 
of the role of Vocational and Technical Education in Oklahoma. In order to establish a priority on· the most 
important roles, we would like to ask you to rate each statement on an 11-point continuum ranging from 
(1) which is most important, to (11) which is least important. 
Please be selective in choosing the rating of each of the statements. We carefully combined all statements that 













"To offer. opportunities to explore a variety of 
, . occupational possibilities." 
(Please .mark with an "X") 
To provide technical training for unskilled workers. 
To provide training for those people who are 
especially adaptable to manual arts. 
To help students analyze and solve business and 
economic problems with reasonable judgment. 
To help individuals improve their home 
environment and the quality of personal and · 
family life. 
To provide skill training in areas that would 
complement a college education. 
To assist students in learning those skills for which 
they have an aptitude. 
To provide information to students regarding 
financial aid available. 
To provide students with moral training for the 
business world. and human relationships. · 
To develop an awareness of responsibility as a 
member of the society and the legal aspects 
connected with these responsibilities. 
To provide basic homemaking and nutritional skills 
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11. To provide students with education they can use 
in everyday life such as management of time, 
talents, money, and energy and how to work on 
a set time schedule. 
12. To offer opportunities to fourteen and fifteen year 
olds as helpers or aides in various occupations.· 
13. To develop a realistic self understanding 
regarding decisions relative to career choice in a 
vocation. that they enjoy rather than to be in a 
job just for the sake of a livelihood. 
14. To provide students the opportunity to learn how 
to run a self~mployed business. 
15. To provide a background for understanding the 
need for continuing education and training in the 
various career areas. 
16. · To provide enrichment courses needed for a 
well-rounded education and skills that might be 
used creatively for leisure ti,ne. 
17. To teach skills for locating, applying for, and 
interviewing for a job. · 
18. To teach good work habits and the importance of 
jobs. 
19. To provide basic skill training and meet the needs 
of those with fewer abilities so they might become 
useful, productive wage earners. 
20. To build attitudes which develop self-discipline in 
work, study, and play. 
21. To give a student a skill which he may use much 
later in life such as a second occupation (perhaps 
after retirement). 
22. To be used as a catch-all to rid other classes of 
undesirable students. 
23. To provide present and future workers the training 
. opportunity to broaden their skills and to increase 
earning powers. 
24. · To provide job skills for students needing to earn 
their way through further schooling, such as 
college. 
25. To help break down the common school ideology 
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To reduce the welfare rolls by helping a person 
find his. role in life. 
To help people feel self-sufficient, se·lf-competent, 
and pride in their abilities so they may become 
better employees. · 
To provide agriculture information and experience 
that will develop a knowledge of the science of 
agriculture and create and nurture a love of farm 
life. 
To provide extra training for partially trained 
people, particularly hospital personnel. 
To be very strict about vocational-technical 
program requirements and qualifications for 
students and exercise caution in sending out 
graduates who cannot do the required work. 
To work closely with' business, labor, industry, and 
the community, and involve them in the education 
of people. 
To provide upgrading of an individual's skills for 
advancement in present job. 
To further skills for those not satisfied with 
present occupations. . 
To improve the student's role in athletics forthose 
interested in sports. 
. To offer training in the field of petroleum 
production. 
To offer training in the operation and maintenance 
of commercial transportation carriers. 
To offer training in photography, . wildlife 
conservation, engineering, typing, and physical 
education. 
To provide a better understanding of labor and 
management. 
To provide experiences which will promote 
desirable personal characteristics, good work 
habits, personal pride, and satisfaction in doing a 
good job. 
To provide a sense of worth and achievement to 
the less capable individual. 
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To provide a program whereby mentally 
handicapped students can be taught some skill to 
become self-sufficient and improve their self image; . 
To provide general education in the disciplines 
(English, social studies, and math) that will be 
needed in the technical and occupational fields. 
To work harder at changing the attitudes of the 
general public, especially administrators, teachers, 
students, and parents, about vocational-technical 
education so a more balanced quality of students 
will attend vocational-technical training. 
44. To offer each high school student a larger area of 
choice in curriculums. 
45. To serve as an integrative factor between technical 
and . academic classes to help make the study of 
English and math relevant. 
46. To stress the honor and importance of technical 
skills in preparing for a vocation and a livelihood. 
47. To offer a variety of employment training 
opportunities so students may find employment 
upon high school completion. 
48. To provide the opportunity through youth 
organizations for students to develop the 
leadership potential and to become dedicated 
citizens. 
49. To help students develop the initiative and 
dependability to hold down a job. 
50. To provide a broader scope of training in job skills 
not already offered by the public schools because 
of the financial burden on individual districts. 
51. To provide programs to retrain adults for better 
jobs or new jobs as they are created. 
52. To provide high · school dropouts and the 
unemployed the opportunity to develop basic skills 
in order to become gainfully employed. 
53. To make education pertinent to potential dropouts 
and offer opportunities to these individuals that 
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To provide a student the opportunity to explore 
occupational possibilities. 
To provide skill training for the personnel needs 
of business and industry in the state and 
surrounding states. 
To strengthen the state's and community's ability 
to attract industry by increasing the available 
manpower. 
To provide students occupational classroom 
instruction and on-the-job training while in school. 
To furnish job skills and motivating alternatives to 
those persons who don't desire or who are unable 
financiaUy to attend college. 
Tb dignify, upgrade, and improve student and 
community attitudes toward the work ethic and 
non-executive occupations. 
To give students information as to the types of 
job skills, the types of jobs available, and the types 
of training available to them. 
To provide skill training for students after the 
completion of high school.. 
To assist Stl!dents in learning those skills for which 
they have an interest. 
To provide physical therapy and human 
rehabilitation services for students. 
To provide training in the areas of dentistry, 
optometry, and laboratory and· X-ray technicians. 
To provide training in interior and 
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Rick . Brooks, Graduate Research Assistant 
DELPHI Correspondence Number Two 
A short time ago we mailed you correspondence sheet number two for your rating of 
the roles of vocational-technical education (DELPHI technique). This memorandum is to 
remind you that this information is very valuable to us and your participation is important. 
If you have not already done so, please fill out the enclosed correspondence sheet and 





OVERALL AND INDIVIDUAL GR@UPS' MEAN RATINGS @F THE PERCEIVED 




Statements af Roles 
1. Te previde technical training £0r unskilledworkers. 
2. Ta provide training fer these people who.are 
especially adaptable tG> manual arts. 
3. Ta help students analyze and solve business and 
economic problems with reasonable jud.gment. 
4. T0 help individuals imprave their heme environment 
and the 1uality ef personal and family life. 
5. Ta previde skill training in areas that would 
complement a coll·ege education. 
6. ~a assist students in learning th0se skills for 
which they have an aptitude. 
7. Ta pr0vide in-formation t0 students regarding 
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St~tements of Roles 
TABLE VII (C©NTINUED) 
8. To provide students with moral training f0r the 
businesswerld and human relatienships. 
9. Tm develop an.awareness of responsibility as a 
mem&er of the society and the legal aspects 
connected with these responsibilities. 
lG. Ta pravide basic homemaking and nutritional skills 
with utilitary purpeses. 
11. To provide students with educati0n they can use in 
everyday life such as management af time, talents, 
meney, and energy and haw to werk on a set time 
schedule. 
12. Te offer opportunities to feurteen and fifteen 
year olds as helpers or aides in various 
occupations. 
13. T0 develop a realistic self understanding regarding 
decisions relative to career choices in a v0cation that 
they enjoy rather than ta be in a jab just fsr the 
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Statements (!)f Roles 
14 •. TC!) provide students the·opportunity to learn how 
ta run a self-employed 'business·. 
15. To pravide a backgrcnmd for understanding the need 
for continuing educatiw and training in the various 
career areas. 
16. To provide enrichment· courses needed for a well-
rounded. education and skills that·might be used 
creatively for leisure time. 
17. TG teach skills for locating, applying for, and 
interviewing for a joh. 
18. T0 teach go0d work habits and the importance af jobs. 
19. Te pr0vide basic skill training and meet the needs of 
these with fewer abilities s0 they might bec0me useful, 
productive wage earners. 
2©. · To build attitudes which develop self-discipline in 
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Statements of Roles 
TABLE VII (C0NTINUED) 
21. To give a student a skill which he may use much later 
in life such as a second occupation (perhaps after 
retirement). 
22. To be used as a catch-all te rid other classes of 
undesirable students. 
23. Ta provide·present and future workers the training 
opp0rtunity to broaden their skills and to increase 
earning powers. 
24. To provide job skills for students needing to earn their 
way through further schooling, such as cellege. 
25. Te help break down the co111100n ideology and the 
practice of a colllIIWn education for all. 
26. To reduce the welfare rolls by helping a person find 
his role in life. 
27. Te help people feel self-sufficient, self-competent 
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Statements of Roles 
TABLE VII (CONTINUED) 
28. To provide agriculture information and experience that 
will develop a knowledge of the science of agriculture 
and create and nurture a love of farm life. 
29. T0 provide extra training for partially trained people 
particularly hospital pers<mnel. 
30. To be very strictabeut vocational-technical program 
requirements and qualifications for students and 
exercise caution in sending out graduates who cannot 
da the required work. 
31. Ta work closely with business , labor, industry, and 
the cemmunity, and involve them in the education of 
peeple. 
32. T0 provide upgrading of an individual's skills for 
advancement in present job. 
33. To further skills for those not satisfied with present 
occupations. 
34. To improve the student's role in athletics for those 
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Statements of Ro1es 
TABLE VII (C©NTINUED) 
35. Ta offer training in the field of petroleum preductian. 
36. To affer training in the operation and maintenance ef 
commercial transp0rtation carriers. 
37. To offer training in phot0graphy, wildlife conserva• 
tian, engineering,typing, and physical educafian. 
38. Te provide a better understanding of labor and 
management. 
39. Ta previde experiences which will promete desirable 
pers0nal characteristics, geod werking habits, per-
s0nal p_ride, and satisfaction in doing a geod jab. 
4(1). To provide a sense 0f worth and. achievement to the less 
capable individual. 
~ 
41. To previde a pragram wh~re~ mentally handicapped stu-
dents can be taught some skill ta become self-sufficient 
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Statements of Roles 
TABLE VII (CONTINUED) 
42. Te provide general education in the disciplines (Eµglish, 
social studies, and math) that will be needed in the 
technical and occupational fields. 
43. T<:> werk harder at changing the attitudes af the general 
public, especially administratars, teachers, students, 
and parents, about vocational-technical education so a 
more balanced quality of students will attend 
vocational-technical training. 
44. T0 effer each high schoel student a larger area of choice 
in curriculums. 
45. To serve as an integrative factor between technical 
and academic classes to help make the study ef English 
and math relevant. 
46. To stress the honor and importance of technical skills 
in preparing for a vocation and a livelihood. 
47. To effer a variety of employment training opportunities 
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Statements. of Roles 
TABLE VII (C©NTINUED) 
48. Ta provide the opportunity threugh yauth arganizations 
far students to develop the leadership potential and 
ta become dedicated citizens, 
49~ To help students develep the initiative and dependability 
to hald down a jc1>'b. 
50. Ta provide a broader scape of training in jab skills 
not already offered by the public schoals because G>·f 
the financial.burden on individual districts. 
51. Ta provide programs to retrain adults for better jobs 
or new jobs as·they are created. 
52. Te provide high school drepauts and the unempl0yed the 
apportunity to develop basic skills in order to became 
gainfully employed. 
53. Ta make education pertinent ta patential dropouts and 
offer opportunities to these individuals that will 
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TABLE VII (CONTINUED) 
54. Ta provide a 'student the opporttmity to explore occupa-
tional passibilities. 
55. To pr0vide skill training for the personnel needs of 
business and industry in the state and surrounding 
states. 
56. Ts strengthen the state's and cemmunity's-ah:l.lity te 
attract industry by increasing the available manpower. 
57. To provide students occupational classroom instruction 
and on-the~job training while, in school. 
58. To furnish job skills and motivating alternatives to 
those~persons who don't ciesire or who are unable 
financially to attend cellege. 
59. To dignify, upgrade• and imprave student an<il c0ll1Dlunity 
attitudes toward the w0rk ethic and n0n-executive 
Gccupations. 
60. Te give students information as to the types of 
jab skills, the types af jabs available, and the 
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61. Te provide skill training f©r students after the 
completion of high schael. 2.33 5.08 3.23 
62. TG assist students in learning those skills for which 
they have an interest. 1.33 3.75 2.85 
63. Ta pravide physical therapy and human- rehabilitatian 
services for students. 8.33 6.33 5.39 
64. Te provide training in the areas of dentistry, 
aptometry, and laboratery and X-ray technicians. 2.©0 6.42 6.31 
65. To provide training in interior and decorative 
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requirements fer the 1!>0ct0r 0f Educatien degree, with a maj0r 
in V@cational-Technical and Career Education at ©klah0ma State 
University in July, 1974. 
Professional. Experience: Teacher ef Technical Electronics at 
©klahema City Area V0cati0nal and Technical Center, ©klah0ma 
City, ©klah0ma, frem January, 1976> ta July, 197©. Instructer 
ef Electr0nics Technolegy at Sayre Juni0r Cellege fr0m Septem-
ber, 197©, ta May, 1972. Graduate Research Assistant, Okla-
homa State Department.0f V0cati0nal and Technical Education, 
Stillwater, ©klah0ma, frem June, 1972 to present. 
Professional @rganizations: Member af the ©klahmma Education 
Asseciatian, ©klahema Technical Smciety, Phi ]!)elta Kappa, 
Institute of Electrical and Elettronic Engineers, American 
Vocational Ass0ciation, and 0klahama Vocational Assaciation. 
